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Dm,,on of Economic Analy,11 and Res..ch 
PREFACE 
This product was prepared to assist in providing a better understanding of the 
employment situation in Aroostook County. It covers the total number of persons 
working in Aroostook occupations and provides projections of occupational demand to 
1995 for over 300 detailed occupations. Education and employment and training 
program planners, job developers, and job managers assessing the availability of and 
demand for workers should use this product in the process of designing local training 
programs. The data contained within can be referenced in conjunction with 
information on occupational and industrial wages, area employment trends by 
industry, industrial projections and staffing patterns, labor force trends, and 
demographic data in order to assess the economic health of the County. Job seekers 
and students making career choices should reference these projections, as well as 
information contained in such complementary products as Job Hunter's Guide to Maine, 
Maine Directory of Occupational Licensing, Maine Occupational Profiles, and Maine 
Occupational Needs to 1995. 
It should be recognized that any set of occupational projections should not be viewed 
as reflecting exact numbers, but rather as an indicator of the relative magnitude of 
demand and probable future direction. Accordingly, it is recommended that users of 
this product contact their respective area analyst for technical assistance and 
appropriate interpretation of the data. The analyst covering Aroostook County is Alan 
J. Cox. He can be contacted at the Maine Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment 
Security, 20 Union Street, Augusta, Maine 04330, Tel. 207-289-2271. 
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MAT7000.R3 TABLE C OES INDUSTRY EMPLOYMENT AND PERCENT RUN DATE 04/16/87 
DISTRIBUTION BY OCCUPATION, 1984 AND PROJECTED 1995 !/ PAGE 
AREA : 11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 
INDUSTRY :000000 - TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES 
BASE YEAR 1984 PROJ YEAR 1995 
------------------------- -------------------------
PCT OF PCT OF CHANGE IN' PERCENT 
CODE OCCUPATION TITLE EMPLOYMENT IND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT IND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT CHANGE · 
00000000 TOTAL, ALL OCCUPATIONS 27125 100.00 31266 100.00 4141 15.27 
10000000 PROFESS,TECHN,& KINDRED OC 4749 17.51 5610 17.94 861 18. 13 
10020000 ENGINEERS 145 0.53 174 0.56 29 20.00 
10020400 CHEMICAL ENGINEERS 5 0.02 5 0.02 0 0.00 
10020600 CIVIL ENGINEERS 31 0. 11 39 o. 12 8 25.81 
10020800 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS 27 o. 10 36 o. 12 9 33.33 
10021000 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS 13 0.05 16 0.05 3 23.08 
10021200 MECHANICAL ENGINEERS 33 0.12 38 0. 12 5 15. 15 
10021400 METALLURGISTS & MET ENGINEERS 2 0.01 4 0.01 2 100.00 
10022000 OTHER ENGINEERS 34 0. 13 36 0. 12 2 5.88 
10022004 NUCLEAR ENGINEERS 16 0.06 16 0.05 0 o·.oo 
10022099 ALL OTHER ENGINEERS 19 0.07 20 0.06 .1 5.26 
10040000 LIFE & PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS 45 0.17 50 0. 16 5 11. 11 
10040200 AGRICULTURAL SCIENTISTS 7 0.03 7 0.02 0 0.00 
10040400 METEOROLOGISTS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
10040600 LIFE SCIENTISTS 15 0.06 16 0.05 1 6.67 
10040601 BIOLOGICAL SCIENTISTS 14 0.05 15 0.05 1 7. 14 
10040602 MEDICAL SCIENTISTS 1 0.00 2 0.01 1 100.00 
10040800 CHEMISTS 14 0.05 16 0.05 2 14.29 
10041000 GEOLOGISTS & GEOPHYSICISTS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
10041400 PHYSICISTS 1 0.00 2 0.01 1 100.00 
10041600 LIFE&PHYSICAL SCIENTISTS.NEC 6 0.02 7 0.02 1 16.67 
10060000 . MATHEMATICAL SPECIALISTS 4 0.01 4 0.01 0 0.00 
10060400 MATHEMATICAL SCIENTISTS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
10060402 MATHEMATICIANS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
10060600 STATISTICIANS 3 0.01 3 0.01 0 0.00 
10080000 ENGINEERING.SCIENCE TECHNS 240 0.88 260 0.83 20 8.33 
10080600 DRAFTERS 20 0.07 23 0.07 3 15.00 
10080601 DRAFTE.RS 20 0.07 23 0.07 3 15.00 
10080800 ELECTRICAL.ELECTRONIC TECHNS 69 0.25 84 0.27 15 21. 74 
10080803 ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC TECHNS 54 0.20 69 0.22 15 27.78 
10080808 BROADCAST TECHNICIANS 14 0.05 14 0 . 04 0 0 . 00 
10081000 INDUSTRIAL ENGINRING TECHNICIANS 1 0 . 00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
10081400 MECHAN ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS 2 0.01 2 0.01 0 0.00 
10081600 SURVEYORS 6 0 . 02 8 0 . 03 2 33.33 
10081800 ENGIN & SCI TECHNS,NEC 143 0.53 143 0.46 0 0.00 
10081808 TIMBER CRUISERS 24 0.09 23 0 . 07 . - 1 -4. 17 
10081816 CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS 2 0 . 01 3 0.01 1 50.00 
10081898 ALL OTHR ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS 7.4 0.27 73 o . 23 -1 -1. 35 
10081899 ALL OTHER SCIENCE TECHNICIANS 42 0. 15 45 0. 14 3 7 . 14 
10100000 MEDICAL WORKERS.EX TECHNS 757 2 . 79 989 3. 16 232 30.65 
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DISTRIBUTION BY OCCUPATION, 1984 AND PROJECTED 1995 PAGE . 2 
AREA : 11002 
- AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 
INDUSTRY :000000 - TOTAL, ALL INDUS TR I ES 
BASE YEAR 1984 PROJ YEAR 1995 
-------------------------
-------------------------
PCT OF PCT OF CHANGE IN PERCENT 
CODE OCCUPATION TITLE EMPLOYMENT IND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT IND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT CHANGE 
10100400 DENT! STS 14 0.05 17 0.05 3 21. 43 
10100600 DIETITIANS &/OR NUTRITIONISTS 15 0.06 19 0.06 4 26.67 
10100800 NURSES.PROFESSIONAL 514 1 .89 688 2.20 174 33.85 
10101000 OPTOMETRISTS 2 0 . 01 3 0.01 1 50.00 
10101200 PHARMACISTS 53 0.20 63 0.20 10 18.87 
10101400 PHYSICIANS &/OR SURGEONS 79 0.29 103 0. 33 24 30.38 
10101800 THERAPISTS 76 0.28 91 0.29 15 19 . 74 
10101801 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS 10 0.04 13 0.04 3 30.00 
10101802 MANUAL ARTS,MUSIC,REC THERAPISTS 4 0.01 5 0.02 1 25.00 
10101803 SPEECH & HEARING CLINICIANS.ETC 23 0.08 27 0 . 09 4 17.39 
10101804 PHYSICAL THERAPISTS 16 0.06 21 0.07 5 31. 25 
10101808 CORRECTIVE THERAPISTS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
10101809 INHALATION THERAPISTS 13 0.05 15 0.05 2 15.38 
10101810 ALL OTHER THERAPISTS 9 0.03 11 0.04 2 22.22 
10102000 VETERINARIANS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
10120000 HEALTH TECHNOLOGISTS.TECHNICIANS 557 2.05 647 2.07 90 16. 16 
10120200 CLINICAL LAB TECHNOLS AND TECHNS 77 0.28 78 0.25 1 1. 30 
10120201 MEDICAL LAB TECHNOLOGISTS 28 0. 10 28 0.09 0 0.00 
10120202 BIOCHEMISTRY TECHNOLOGISTS 7 0.03 7 0.02 0 0.00 
10120203 MICROBIOLOGY TECHNOLOGISTS 4 0.01 4 0.01 0 0.00 
10120204 CYTOTECHNOLOGISTS 2 0.01 2 0.01 0 0.00 
10120205 HISTOLOGIC TECHNOLOGISTS 3 0.01 3 0.01 0 0.00 
10120206 MEDICAL LAB .ASSISTANTS 25 0.09 26 0.08 1 4.00 
10120207 BLOOD BANK TECH SPECIALISTS 9 0.03 9 0.03 0 0.00 
10120400 DENTAL HYGIENISTS & ASSTS 55 0.20 65 0.21 10 18. 18 
10120401 DENTAL ASSISTANTS 27 o. 10 33 0. 11 6 22 . 22 
10120402 DENTAL HYGIENISTS 27 o. 10 32 o. 10 5 18.52 
10120600 MEDICAL RECORD LIBRARIANS 7 0.03 8 0.03 1 14.29 
10120800 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLS,TECHNS 48 0. 18 56 0. 18 8 16.67 
10120801 X-RAY TECHNICIANS 35 o. 13 42 0. 13 7 20.00 
10120804 RADIOLOGIC TECHS & NUC MED TECHS 13 0.05 15 0.05 2 15.38 
10121000 OTHER HEALTH TECHNOLS,TECHNS 370 1. 36 440 1 . 41 70 18.92 
10121002 SURGICAL TECHNICIANS 15 0.06 17 0.05 2 13.33 
10121006 EKG TECHNICIANS 8 0.03 9 0.03 1 12.50 
10121007 EEG TECHNICIANS 1 0 . 00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
10121008 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS 53 0 . 20 75 0 . 24 22 41 . 51 
10121009 PHARMACY HELPERS 19 0.07 21 0.07 2 10. 53 
10121010 LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES 224 0 . 83 258 0.83 34 1 S. 18 
10121011 DIETETIC TECHNICIANS 1 1 0 . 04 13 0 . 04 2 18 . 18 
10121012 PHYSICAL THERAPY TECHNICIANS 9 0 . 03 10 0.03 1 1 1 . 1 1 
10121099 ALL OTHER MED & DENT TECHNICIANS 30 0. 11 35 0. 11 5 16 . 67 
10140000 TECHNICIANS.EX HEALTH OR S&E 62 0.23 70 o. 22 8 12 . 90 
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AREA : 11002 
- AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 
INDUSTRY :000000 
- TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES 
BASE YEAR 1984 PROJ YEAR 1995 
------------------------- -------------------------
PCT OF PCT OF CHANGE IN PERCENT 
CODE OCCUPATION TITLE EMPLOYMENT IND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT IND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT CHANGE 
10140200 AIRPLANE PILOTS 8 0.03 1 1 0.04 3 37.50 
10140400 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS 6 0.02 6 0.02 0 0.00 
10140600 EMBALMERS 3 0.01 4 0.01 1 33.33 
10141000 RADIO OPERATORS 2 0 '.01 2 0.01 0 0 . 00 
10141200 TOOL PROGRAMMERS.NUMERICAL CONT 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
10141400 OTHER TECHNS,EX HEALTH OR S&E 42 0. 15 46 0 . 15 4 9.52 
10141404 ALL OTHER TECHNICIANS 33 o. 12 36 0. 12 3 9.09 
10141405 TECHNICAL ASSISTANTS.LIBRARY 9 0.03 10 0.03 1 11. 11 
10160000 COMPUTER SPECIALISTS 42 0. 15 58 0. 19 16 38. 10 
10160200 COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS 22 0 . 08 31 0. 10 9 40 . 91 
10160400 SYSTEMS ANALYSTS.EDP 20 0 . 07 27 0.09 7 35 . 00 
10180000 SOCIAL SCIENTISTS 40 o. 15 51 0. '16 11 27.50 
10180200 ECONOMISTS 6 0.02 8 0.03 2 33 . 33 
10180201 FINANCIAL ANALYSTS 3 0.01 5 0.02 2 66 . 67 
10180202 ECONOMISTS 2 0.01 2 0.01 0 0.00 
10180204 MEDIA ANALYSTS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0 . 00 
10180600 PSYCHOLOGISTS 18 0.07 23 0.07 5 27.78 
10181000 URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNERS 4 0.01 5 0.02 1 25.00 
10181200 ALL OTHER SOCIAL SCIENTISTS 12 0.04 15 0.05 3 25.00 
10200000 TEACHERS 1816 6.69 2035 6.51 219 12.06 
10201000 TEACHERS.ADULT EDUCATION 96 0.35 106 0.34 10 10.42 
10202000 COLLEGE & UNIVERSITY TEACHERS 341 1. 26 328 1 . 05 -13 -3.81 
10202001 TEACHERS.VOCATIONAL ED OR TRAIN 27 0. 10 42 0. 13 15 55 . 56 
10202002 TEACHERS.COLLEGE 77 o. 28 70 0.22 -7 -9.09 
10202003 GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 32 o. 12 30 0 . 10 -2 -6.25 
10202004 EXTENSION SERVICE SPECIALISTS 3 0 . 01 3 0.01 0 0 . 00 
10202005 PROFESSORS 42 o . 15 38 0. 12 -4 -9.52 
10202006 ASSOC . PROFESSORS 62 o . 23 56 0 . 18 -6 -9 . 68 
10202007 ASST. PROFESSORS 55 0.20 50 0. 16 " -5 -9 . 09 
10202008 LECTURERS 37 0 . 14 33 0. 11 -4 -10.81 
10202009 ATHLETIC COACHES 6 0.02 7 0.02 1 16 . 67 
10203000 TEACHERS,ELEMENTARY 822 3.03 997 3. 19 175 21 . 29 
10203002 PRESCH. &/OR ELEM. SCH . TEACHERS 822 3.03 997 3. 19 175 21. 29 
10205000 TEACHERS.SECONDARY 510 1 . 88 552 1 . 77 42 8.24 
10206000 TEACHERS.NEC 47 0 . 17 52 0 . 17 . 5 10 . 64 
10206099 ALL OTHER TEACHERS 47 0. 17 52 0 . 17 5 10.64 
10220000 WRITERS,ARTISTS,ENTERTAINERS 116 0 . 43 143 0 . 46 27 23.28 
10220400 ATHLETES & KINDRED WORKERS 7 0.03 12 0.04 5 71. 43 
10220401 ATHLETES 4 0.01 7 0 . 02 3 75 . 00 
10220403 SPORTS INSTRUCTORS 2 0.01 4 0.01 2 100.00 
10220404 UMPIRES 1 0.00 2 0.01 1 100.00 
10221000 DESIGNING OCCUPATIONS 26 0. 10 33 0. 11 7 26.92 
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EDITORS & REPORTERS 
WRITERS &/OR EDITORS 
REPORTERS & CORRESPONDENTS 
MUSICIANS 
MUSICIANS.INSTRUMENTAL 
PAINTERS & SCULPTORS 
COMMERCIAL ARTISTS 
PHOTOGRAPHIC OCCUPATIONS 
TELEVISION CAMERA OPERATORS 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 
PUBLIC RELATIONS SPECIALISTS 
RADIO.TV ANNOUNCERS 
ANNOUNCERS 
BROADCAST NEWS ANALYSTS 
OTH PROFESSIONAL & TECHN WKRS 
ACCOUNTING OCCUPATIONS 
ACCOUNTANTS & AUDITORS 




PURCHASING AGENTS &/OR BUYERS 
MEDIA BUYERS 
BUYERS.RETAIL &/OR WHOLSL TRADE 
RIGHT-OF-WAY AGENTS 
CLERGY 
DIRECTORS.REL ACT &/OR REL ED 
COUNTY AGRIC . SPECIALISTS 
FORESTERS & CDNSERV SCIENTISTS 
JUDICIAL OCCUPATIONS 
JUDGES 




LIBRARIANS & RELATED WORKERS 
LIBRARIANS 
AUDIO VISUAL SPECIALISTS 
PERSONNEL & EMPLOYMENT WKRS 
PERSONNEL.LABOR REL SPE CIALISTS 
EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWERS 














































0 . 10 
0.09 
0 . 04 
0 . 04 
0 . 03 
0.03 
0 . 02 
0 . 02 
0.03 
0.01 
0 . 02 
0 . 04 
0 . 09 
0 . 08 
0 . 01 
3.42 
0 . 61 
0.51 
0.08 
0 . 02 
0 .03 
0 . 36 
o. 13 
0 . 00 
0 . 23 
0 . 00 
0 . 22 
0 . 03 
0 . 02 
0 . 03 
0 . 01 
0.01 
0.22 
0 . 02 
0 . 16 
0.04 
0 . 18 
0 . 17 
0 . 01 
0 . 17 
o . 14 
0.03 











































PCT OF CHANGE IN 
IND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 
0 . 11 7 
0. 10 6 
0.05 3 
0 . 05 3 
0.04 2 
0 . 04 2 
0 . 03 2 
0.03 2 
0 . 03 1 
0 . 01 0 




0 . 01 1 
3.61 203 
0 . 69 51 
0 . 59 47 
0.07 0 
0.03 3 
0 . 03 1 
0.37 16 
o . 12 3 
0.00 0 
0.24 13 
0 . 00 0 




0 . 01 0 
0 . 01 0 
0.31 35 
0 . 03 . 2 
0 . 21 22 
0.07 11 
o . 15 -1 
o . 14 0 
0 . 01 0 
o. 17 7 



















21 . 90 
30.91 
34 . 06 




8 . 57 
0.00 
20.63 
0 . 00 
16.39 
14.29 
-20 . 00 
0 . 00 
0.00 
0 . 00 
57.38 
33 . 33 
51 . 16 
91 . 67 
-2 . 04 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
15 . 56 
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COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION WORKERS 
VOCATIONAL & EDUC COUNSELORS 











CLAIMS TAKERS,UNEMP BENEFITS 
SPECIAL AGENTS.INSURANCE 
TRAVEL AGTS,TR ACCOM APPRAISERS 
CLAIM EXAMINERS,PRPTY/CSLTY INS 
BLDG INSPECTORS.FIRE INSURANCE 
ALL OTHER PROFESSIONAL WORKERS 





PUBLIC ADM INSPECTORS.EX CONST 
CHIEF EXECUTIVES,LEGIS. 
POSTMASTERS &/OR MAIL SUPERINTS 
SCHOOL ADMINS,ELEM & SECONDARY · 
PRINCIPALS 




MANAGERS,REST ' RANT ,COFFEE SH.ETC 
OTHER MANA GERS, ADMINISTRATORS 
MANAGERS.STORE 















































0 . 12 
0 . 00 
0.44 
0 . 36 
0.01 
0 . 07 
0 . 24 
0.73 
0 . 02 
0 . 00 
0.01 
0 . 05 
0 . 01 
0.02 
0 . 04 
0.00 
0.01 
0 . 08 
0.01 
0 . 01 
0 . 04 
0 . 01 
0.00 




1 . 16 
0 . 06 
0 . 21 
0 . 30 
0 . 14 
0 . 45 
o . 24 
0 . 10 
o . 11 
7 . 38 
0 . 03 
0 . 45 
6.91 
1 . 19 












































PCT OF CHANGE IN 
IND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 
0. 13 10 
0 . 13 10 
0 . 00 0 
0 . 45 22 
0 . 37 18 
0.01 0 
0 . 08 5 
0.23 7 
0 . 77 43 
0 . 02 0 
0 . 00 0 
0 . 01 1 
0 . 06 6 
0.01 1 
0 . 03 2 
0 . 04 2 
0.00 0 
0.01· 0 




0 . 01 1 
0.00 0 
o. 41 19 
8 . 93 398 
0 . 28 12 
0.28 12 
1 . 08 23 
0.05 1 
0 . 18 
0 . 27 
0. 12 
0.46 20 
0 . 23 6 
0 . 12 11 
o . 10 2 
7 . 57 ' 364 
0 . 02 -4 
0 . 44 17 
7 . 11 351 







18 . 56 
0 . 00 
26 . 32 
10.77 
21 . 72 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
50.00 
46. 15 
50 . 00 
33.33 
20.00 








17 . 43 
16 . 63 
16 . 22 
16.22 
7 . 30 
6.25 
1 . 79 
1. 22 
2.63 
16 . 26 
9 . 09 
39 . 29 
6 . 90 
18 . 17 
-44 . 44 
13 . 93 
18.74 
21 . 43 
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MANAGERS.AUTO SERVICE DEPT 
MANAGERS.AUTO PARTS DEPT 
WHOLESALERS 




SALES AGENTS.SALES REPS,INSURNCE 
REAL ESTATE AGENTS.BROKERS 
REAL ESTATE BROKERS 
SALES AGENTS.SALES REPS.REAL EST 
STOCK & BOND SALES AGENTS 
BROKER & MARKET OPERATORS,COMMOD 
SALES AGENTS.SALES REPS.FIN SERV 
SALES AGENTS.SALES REPS.SECURITY 




CRATING & MOVING ESTIMATORS 
SALES CLERK SUPERVISORS 






OFFICE MACHINE OPERATORS 
OFFICE MACHINE OPERATORS 
BOOKKEEPING/BILLING MACH OPS 
PROOF MACHINE OPERATORS 
TRANSIT CLERKS 
COMPUTER.PERIPHERAL EQUIP OPS 
COMPUTER OPERATORS 
PERIPHERAL EDP EQPT OPERATORS 
DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATORS 
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS 
TABULATING MACHINE OPERATORS 
ALL OTHER OFFICE MACHINE OPS 
OTHER CLERICAL WORKERS 
BANK TELLERS 
NEW ACCOUNTS TELLERS 

















































5 . 36 
4 . 60 
0.09 
0 . 01 
0.08 
0.01 
0 . 00 
0 . 01 
0 . 04 
0.03 
0.01 
0 . 00 
4.45 
2 . 46 
0.00 
0.00 
0 . 01 
0 . 06 






0 . 59 
0.22 
0. 18 
0 . 03 
0.01 
o . 13 
o. 13 
0 . 01 
0 . 01 
0 . 14 
0 . 00 
0 . 08 
13 . 49 
o . 75 
0 . 06 
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IND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 
0. 12 6 
0.06 2 
0. 16 5 
5.52 270 
4 . 75 239 
0.11 10 
0.01 0 













0 . 05 1 
1.99 103 
16 . 87 639 
2 . 68 20 
1 . 93 53 
0.11 -29 
0.64 -4 
0 . 56 17 
0.22 9 
0. 17 6 
0 . 04 2 
0.01 0 
o. 14 9 
o. 13 8 
0 . 01 1 
0.01 1 









1 1 . 1 1 


































-13 . 51 
0.00 
13 . 64 
16 . 45 
18 . 63 
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PCT OF PCT OF CHANGE IN PERCENT 
CODE OCCUPATION TITLE EMPLOYMENT IND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT IND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT CHANGE 
40060203 TELLERS 187 0.69 222 0.71 35 18 . 72 
40060600 BOOKKEEPERS 481 1. 77 558 1. 78 77 16 . 01 
40060601 ACCOUNTING CLERKS 190 0. 70 213 0.68 23 12. 11 
40060603 BOOKKEEPERS.HAND 291 1 . 07 345 1 . 10 54 18 . 56 
40060800 CASHIERS 632 2 . 33 845 2.70 213 33.70 
40061000 ELIGIBILITY WORKERS.WELFARE 15 0 . 06 16 0.05 1 6.67 
40061200 CLERICAL SUPERVISORS 99 0.36 115 0.37 16 16. 16 
40061400 COLLECTORS 14 0.05 16 0.05 2 14.29 
40061600 COUNTER CLERKS.EX FOOD 69 0 . 25 80 0.26 11 15.94 
40061601 CAR RENTAL CLERKS 1 0 . 00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
40061603 DESK CLERKS 20 0 . 07 25 0.08 5 25 . 00 
40061604 ORDER CLERKS 43 0 . 16 49 0. 16 6 13.95 
40061605 CIRCULATION CLERKS 1 0 . 00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
40061606 ,CLASSIFIED AD CLERKS.NEWSPAPER 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
40061607 TELEPHONE AD TAKERS.NEWSPAPER 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0 . 00 
40061608 DESK CLERKS.BOWLING FLOOR 2 0.01 2 0.01 0 0.00 
40061800 DISPATCHERS,STARTERS,VEHICLE 56 0 . 21 61 o. 20 5 8.93 
40061803 DISPATCHERS,POLICE,FIRE,AMBULNCE 34 0. 13 35 0. 11 1 2.94 
40061804 DISPATCHERS,VEHICLE,SERV OR WK 22 0.08 25 0.08 3 13 . 64 
40062200 ESTIMATORS,INVESTIGATORS,NEC 31 0 . 11 39 o . 12 8 25.81 
40062201 CREDIT AUTHORIZERS 2 0 . 01 2 0.01 0 0 . 00 
40062208 ADJUSTMENT CLERKS 12 0.04 13 0.04 1 8.33 
40062209 CHECKING CLERKS 3 0.01 4 0.01 1 33 . 33 
40062210 CLAIMS CLERKS 14 0 . 05 20 0.06 6 42.86 
40062211 CREDIT REPORTERS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
40062400 PRODUCTION CLERKS 25 0.09 27 0 . 09 2 8.00 
40062600 FILE CLERKS & RELATED WORKERS 75 0.28 77 o. 25 2 2.67 
40062601 FILE CLERKS 48 0 . 18 46 0. 15 -2 -4. 17 
40062602 PERSONNEL CLERKS 23 0 . 08 26 0 . 08 3 13.04 
40062603 ADMISSIONS EVALUATORS 4 0 . 01 5 0 . 02 1 25.00 
40062800 CLAIM WORKERS.INSURANCE 14 0 . 05 20 0.06 6 42.86 
40062801 CLAIM EXAMINERS.INSURANCE 1 0 . 00 1 0 . 00 0 0 . 00 
40062803 CLAIM ADJUSTERS 13 0.05 19 0.06 6 46. 15 
40063000 LIBRARY ASSISTANTS 44 0. 16 47 o . 15 3 6.82 
40063200 POSTAL MAIL CARRIERS 174 0.64 175 0 . 56 1 0 . 57 
40063400 MAIL HANDLERS.EX POSTAL SERV 15 0.06 15 0 . 05 0 0 . 00 
40063402 MAIL CLERKS 15 0 . 06 15 0.05 0 0 . 00 
40063600 MESSENGERS & OFFICER HELPERS 7 0.03 8 0.03 1 14 . 29 
40063601 MESSENGERS.BANK 1 0 . 00 1 0 . 00 0 0.00 
40063602 MESSENGERS 6 0.02 7 0 . 02 1 16.67 
40063800 METER READERS 9 0 . 03 10 0.03 1 11. 11 
40064000 PAYROLL/TIMEKEEPING CLERKS 59 0.22 62 o. 20 3 · 5.08 
I 
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40064200 POSTAL SERVICE CLERKS 60 0.22 61 0.20 · 1 1 .67 
40064400 PROOFREADERS 2 0.01 2 0.01 0 0.00 
40064410 PROOFREADERS,COMPOSED COPY '2 0.01 2 0.01 0 0.00 
40064800 RECEPTIONISTS & RELATED WKRS 123 0.45 165 0.53 42 34. 15 
40064802 RECEPTION! STS 78 0.29 109 0.35 31 39.74 
40064803 SWITCHBD OPS/RECEPTIONISTS 44 0 . 16 55 0. 18 1 1 25.00 
40064804 TRAVEL COUNSELORS.AUTO CLUB 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
40065000 SHIPPING.RECEIVING OCCUPS 187 0 . 69 217 0.69 30 16.04 
40065001 SHIPPING & RECEIVING CLERKS 87 0.32 98 0.31 1 1 12.64 
40065002 SHIPPING PACKERS 100 0.37 119 0.38 19 19.00 
40065200 STATISTICAL CLERKS 38 0. 14 41 0. 13 3 7.89 
40065209 RATERS 13 0.05 16 0.05 3 23.08 
40065211 STATISTICAL CLERKS 18 0.07 17 0 . 05 - 1 -5.56 
40065212 WORKSHEET CLERKS 0 0.00 1 0 . 00 1******** 
40065216 COURT CLERKS 3 0.01 4 0.01 1 33.33 
40065217 INSURANCE CHECKERS 4 0.01 4 0.01 0 0 . 00 
40065400 STOCK CLERKS.STORE KEEPERS 175 0.65 170 0.54 -5 -2.86 
40065402 PROCUREMENT CLERKS 10 0.04 1 1 0.04 1 10.00 
40065'404 STOCK CLERKS,STOCKRM,WAREHS,ETC 163 0.60 157 o . 50 -6 -3.68 
40065405 YARD CLERKS 2 0.01 1 0.00 - 1 -50.00 
40065600 TEACHERS AIDES/EDUC ASSISTANTS 138 0 . 51 154 0 . 49 16 11. 59 
40066000 TELEGRAPH OPERATORS 3 0.01 1 0.00 -2 -66.67 
40066200 TELEPHONE OPERATORS 54 0. 20 65 0 . 21 1 1 20 . 37 
40066201 SWITCHBOARD OPERATORS 46 0. 17 56 o. 18 10 21. 74 
40066202 CENTRAL OFFICE OPERATORS 8 0.03 9 0 . 03 1 12.50 
40066400 TICKET,STATION,EXPRESS AGENTS 12 0.04 13 0 . 04 1 8 . 33 
40066401 STATION AGENTS 3 0 . 01 1 0.00 -2 -66.67 
40066402 TRAFFIC AGENTS 4 0.01 4 0.01 0 0.00 
40066404 TRANSPORTATION AGENTS 2 0.01 3 0.01 1 50.00 
40066405 TICKET AGENTS 3 0.01 5 0.02 2 66.67 
40066600 WEIGHERS,RECORD KEEPING 3 0.01 3 0.01 0 0 . 00 
40066800 ALL OTHER CLERICAL WORKERS 842 3. 10 958 3.06 116 13.78 
40066801 LOAN CLOSERS 13 0.05 16 0.05 3 23 . 08 
40066803 COIN MACH OPS/CURRENCY SORTERS . 1 0 . 00 1 0 . 00 0 0 . 00 
40066808 SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES 10 0 . 04 12 0 . 04 2 20.00 
40066811 GENERAL CLERKS,OFFICE 546 2 . 01 624 2.00 78 14.29 
40066815 POLICY CHANGE CLERKS 2 0 . 01 3 0.01 1 50.00 
40066818 REAL ESTATE CLERKS 1 0 . 00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
40066820 SAFE DEPOSIT CLERKS 2 0 . 01 2 0.01 0 0 . 00 
40066823 STATEMENT CLERKS 13 0.05 15 0.05 2 15 . 38 
40066824 SERVICE CLERKS 20 0 . 07 24 0.08 4 20.00 
40066826 TRAFFIC CLERKS 3 0.01 4 0 .0 1 1 33.33 
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ALL OTHER OFFICE CLERICAL WKRS 
ALL OTHER PLANT CLERICAL WKRS 
CRAFTS & KINDRED WORKERS 




BRICKMASONS & STONEMASONS 
BRICKLAYERS 
STONE MASONS 






EXCAVATING,GRADING MACH OPS 
CONCRETE MIXER OPERATORS 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATORS 
BATCH PLANT OPERATORS 
BALLAST CLEAN MACH OPERATORS.ETC 
PAINTERS,MAINTENANCE 
PAPERHANGERS 
PLASTERERS & RELATED OCCUPS 
PLASTERERS 
PLUMBERS & PIPEFITTERS 
PLUMBERS &/OR PIPEFITTERS 
ROOFERS 
STRUCTURAL STEEL WORKERS 
TILE INSTALLING OCCUPS 
TILE SETTERS 
CEILING TILE INSTALLRS,FLR LA YR S 
BLUE COLLAR WORKER SUPVSRS 



































































0 . 06 
0 . 00 
0.59 
0.59 
0 . 65 
0.00 
0.62 
0 . 01 




0 . 01 
0 . 69 
0.69 
0.04 



















































0 . 06 
0 . 03 
0 . 02 
0.02 
0 . 01 
0. 12 













0 . 08 
0 . 01 
0.60 







0 . 01 
0.01 
0.01 
0 . 67 
0.67 
0 . 04 
0.02 
0 . 01 
0.00 
0 . 00 
1 . 28 
----

















10 9 . 17 




102 38. 49 
0 0.00 
7 46.67 





















1 100 . 00 
0 0.00 
1-•••:.c:11:X:Z 
39 10 . 77 
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50040003 SUPERVISORS.NONWORKING 362 1. 33 401 1 . 28 39 10.77 
50060000 METAL WKG CRAFTS WKRS,EX MECH 215 0 . 79 251 0.80 36 16.74 
50060200 BLACKSMITHS 2 0 . 01 2 0.01 0 0.00 
50060400 BOILERMAKERS 1 1 0.04 14 0.04 3 27.27 
50061000 JOB & DIE SETTERS.METAL 17 0.06 23 0 . 07 6 35.29 
50061003 MACHINE TOOL SETTERS,METALWRKING 9 0.03 13 0.04 4 44.44 
50061007 PUNCH _PRESS SETTERS.METAL 8 0 . 03 10 0.03 2 25.00 
50061200 MACHINING OCCUPATIONS 49 0. 18 53 0. 17 4 8. 16 
50061206 MACHINISTS 48 0 . 18 53 o. 17 5 10.42 
50061600 MILLWRIGHTS 72 0.27 82 0.26 10 13.89 
50062200 PATTERN & MODEL MAKERS 0 0.00 1 0.00 1******** 
50062600 SHEET METAL WORKERS 49 0 . 18 57 0. 18 8 16.33 
50063000 TOOLMAKERS & DIEMAKERS 16 0 . 06 20 0.06 4 25.00 
50063001 TOOL & DIE MAKERS 16 0 . 06 20 0.06 4 25.00 
50080000 MECHS,REPAIRERS,INSTALLERS 896 3.30 1024 3.28 128 14.29 
50080200 REFRIG MECHANICS,A/C MECHANICS 76 0.28 85 0.27 9 11. 84 
50080400 AIRCRAFT MECHANICS 15 0.06 18 0.06 3 20.00 
50080800 AUTO BODY REPAIRERS 46 0. 17 53 o. 17 7 15.22 
50081000 AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS 308 1. 14 377 1 . 21 69 22.40 
50081001 AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS 307 1. 13 376 1.20 69 22 . 48 
50081003 AUTO REPAIR SERVICE ESTIMATORS 1 0.00 1 0 . 00 0 0.00 
50081400 DATA PROCESSING MACH MECHANICS 6 0.02 9 0.03 3 50.00 
50081600 FARM EQUIPMENT MECHANICS 4 0 . 01 5 0 . 02 1 25 . 00 
50081800 HEAVY EQUIP MECHS,INC DIESEL 238 0.88 255 0.82 17 7. 14 
50081801 ELEVATOR INSTALLERS/REPAIRERS 8 0.03 9 0 . 03 1 12.50 
50081803 ENGINEERING EQUIPMT MECHANICS 48 0. 18 48 o . 15 0 0.00 
50081804 HYDROELECTRIC MACHINE MECHS,ETC 3 0.01 3 0 . 01 0 0.00 
50081806 MARINE MECHANICS/REPAIRERS 52 0. 19 53 0. 17 1 1. 92 
50081807 MAINTENANCE MECHANICS 119 0 . 44 133 0.43 14 11 . 76 
50081808 POWER TRANSFORMER REPAIRERS 6 0.02 6 0.02 0 0.00 
50081810 TREATMENT PLANT MECHANICS 3 0 . 01 3 0 . 01 0 0 . 00 50082000 HOUSEHOLD APPL MECHS & INST 21 0.08 22 0.07 1 4.76 
50082005 GAS & ELEC APPLIANCE REPAIRERS 16 0.06 17 0.05 1 6.25 
50082007 HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE INSTALLERS 2 0.01 3 0.01 1 50.00 
50082009 WATER METER INSTALLERS 2 0.01 2 0.01 0 0.00 
50082400 OFF MACH SERVICERS/CASH REG SERV 11 0.04 19 0.06 8 72.73 
50082600 RADIO & TV SERVICERS & REPAIRERS 1 1 0.04 13 0 . 04 2 18. 18 
50082800 RAILROAD CAR SHOP REPAIRERS 17 0 . 06 9 0.03 -8 -47.06 
50082802 SIGNAL MAINTAINERS 3 0 . 01 2 0.01 -1 -33.33 
50082803 CAR REPAIRERS 14 0.05 7 0.02 -7 -50.00 
50083200 OTH MECHANICS.REPAIRERS.INST 142 0.52 160 0 . 51 18 12.68 
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ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIRERS 
ELECTRIC TOOL REPAIRERS 
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT REPAIRERS 
GASOLINE ENGINE.MOWER REPAIRERS 
LAUNDRY MACHINE MECHANICS 
COIN MACHINE SERVICERS,REPAIRERS 
SEWING MACHINE MECHANICS 
PROTECTIVE SIGNAL INST/REPAIRERS 
INSTRUMENT REPAIRERS 
DIESEL MECHANICS 
ELECTROMEDICAL EQUIPMT REPAIRERS 
PINSETTER MECHANICS.AUTOMATIC 
ALL OTHER MECHANICS & REPAIRERS 




ALL OTHER BINDERY WORKERS 





PRESS & PLATE PRINTERS 
PRESS OPERATORS.PLATE PRINTERS 
OFFSET LITHOGRAPHIC PRESS OPS 
PLATEMAKERS 
LETTER PRESS OPERATORS 
TRANS.PUB UTIL CRAFTS WKRS 
ELEC POWER LINE INST.REPAIRS 
CABLE SPLICERS 
LINE INSTALLERS.REPAIRERS 
TROUBLE SHOOTERS.POWER LINE 




LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER HELPERS 











































































0 . 00 
0.01 
0 . 31 
0. 16 




0 . 01 
0.00 
0.02 
0 . 01 
0.02 
0.08 
0 . 02 
0 . 03 
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o. 14 7 
0.02 1 
0.00 0 




0. 01 1 







0 . 28 5 
o. 17 9 
0.03 
0. 13 7 
0.01 0 
0.02 -3 
0. 01 -1 
0 . 00 0 
0.01 -2 
0 . 00 -2 
0 . 02 0 
0.07 0 
0 . 02 0 










































0 . 00 
0 . 00 
-12 . 50 
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CENTRAL OFFICE REPAIRERS 
TROUBLE LOCATORS.TEST DESK 





CARPET CUTTERS.CARPET LAYERS 
CRANE,DERRICK,HOIST OCCUPS 
CRANE.DERRICK,& HOIST OPERATORS 
LOADER ENGINEERS 
MERCHAN DISPLAYERS & WIND TRMRS 








SORTER OP~RATORS,GREEN LUMBER 
OTHER INSPECTION OCCUPS 
INSPECTORS 
TESTERS 
JEWELERS & WATCHMAKERS 




MOTION PICTURE PROJECTIONISTS 
OPTICIANS.LENS GRINDRS,POLISH 
OPTICIANS,DISP &/OR OPTIC MECHS 
SHIPFITTERS 
SHOE REPAIRING OCCUPATIONS 
COBBLERS 
STATIONARY ENGINEERING OCCUPS 
CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS.STEAM 
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT OPERATORS 
SEWAGE PLANT OPERATORS 
STATIONARY ENGINEERS 












































0 . 00 
0 . 00 
0.02 
0.01 
3 . 53 
0 . 03 
0 . 03 
0.00 
0. 11 
0 . 03 
o. 11 
0 . 10 





0 . 04 
0 . 33 
0 . 21 
0 . 08 
0 . 02 
0.02 
1 .04 
0 . 83 




0 . 01 
0 . 01 
0 . 03 
0.03 
0.03 
0 . 11 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
0.29 
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0 . 01 1 
0 . 1 ~ 7 
0.03 3 
0 . 11 4 
0. 10 4 
0 . 00 0 





0 . 28 -3 
0.17 -3 
0.07 -1 
0 . 02 1 
0 . 02 0 
1. 10 63 
0.90 55 
0.21 9 
0 . 01 0 
0 . 01 0 
0.00 0 





0 . 10 1 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 
0 . 26 2 
0 .0 1 -1 
0.01 0 
o. 10 




100 . 00 
-20.00 
0.00 



















22 . 42 
24 . 44 
16.07 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
0.00 
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61 0 2160 9 






PUMP STAT OPERATORS.WATERWORKS 






CRAFTS & KINDRED WORKERS.NEC 
MACHINE SETTERS.WOODWORKING 
INSTRUCTORS,LEATHER/FOOTWR MACH 
MACHINE SETTERS,PAPER GOODS 
MAINTENANCE REPAIRERS,GEN UTIL 
MOBILE HOME REPAIRERS 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS REPAIRERS 
ALL OTHER SKILLED CRAFT WORKERS 
OPERATIVES.EX TRANSPORTATION 
SEMISKILLED METALWORKING OPS 
DRILL PRESS OPERATIVES 
DRILL PRESS/BORING MACHINE OPS 
GRINDING/ABRADING MACH OPS.METAL 
LATHE,MILLING MACH OPERATIVES 
VENEER LATHE OPERATORS 
LATHE OPERATORS.WOOD 
LATHE MACH OPERATORS.METAL 
MILLING/PLANING MACHINE OPERATRS 
SHAPER &/OR ROUTER OPERATORS 
METAL PLATERS 
ELECTROPLATERS 
OTHER PRECISION MACH OPS 
BORING MACHINE OPERATORS.WOOD 
MACHINE TOOL OPERATORS.COMBO 
MACHINE TOOL OPERATORS,NUM CONT 
WOOD MACHINISTS 
MACHINE TOOL OPERATORS.TOOL ROOM 
POWER PRESS OPERATIVES 
POWER PRESS TENDERS 
PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS.METAL 
POWER BRAKE.BENDING MACH OPS . MET 
WELDERS & FLAME CUT TERS 
WELDERS & FLAMECUTTERS 
WELDERS & FLAMECUTTERS--B 














































0 . 00 
0 . 01 
0.06 
0.03 
0 . 03 
0.00 
0 . 00 
0.00 
1 . 31 
0.04 
0 . 00 
0.01 
1 . 1 1 
0.01 
0.00 
0 . 14 
7 . 75 
0 . 60 
0.01 
0.01 
0 . 01 
0 . 06 
0 . 01 
0 . 01 
0 . 01 
0 . 00 
0 . 02 
0.00 
0.00 
0 . 27 
0 . 01 
0 . 17 
0 . 01 
0 . 07 
0 . 01 
0. 03 
0 . 00 
0 . 02 
0 . 00 
0 . 22 
0 . 22 
0 . 00 
















































0 . 03 
0 . 03 
0 . 00 
0.00 
0 . 00 




1 . 12 
0 . 01 
0.00 
0 . 14 
7.26 
0.59 
0 . 02 
0.02 
0 . 01 
0 . 05 
0 . 01 
0 . 01 
0 . 01 
0 . 00 
0 . 01 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
0 . 25 
0 . 01 
0 . 16 
0 . 02 
0 . 06 
0 . 01 
0 . 03 
0.00 
0 . 02 
0 . 00 
o . 23 












0 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 
1 1 1 . 1 1 




54 15. 17 
-1 -10 . 00 
0 0 . 00 
-1 -25.00 
50 16. 67 
1 50 . 00 
1***·*** * * 
5 13. 16 
169 8.04 
20 12. 20 
2 66.67 
2 66.67 






-2 -33 . 33 
0 0 . 00 
0 0.00 
5 6 . 85 
0 0 . 00 
3 6 . 52 
1 25 . 00 
2 11 . 11 
0 0.00 
2 28 . 57 
0 0.00 
1 20.00 
0 0 . 00 
12 19 . 67 
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SEMISKILLED TEXTILE OPERATIVES 
OTHER TEXTILE OCCUPATIONS 
FOLDERS.HAND 
SEMISKLD PACKNG,INSPECTNG OPS 
GRADERS & SORTERS.MFG 
GRADERS.FOOD &/OR SKINS 
SORTERS.LEATHER 
PACKERS,WRAPPERS,EX MEAT & PROD 
PRODUCTION PACKAGERS 
BAGGERS 
OTHER OPERATIVES.EX TRANSPORT 
ASBESTOS & INSULATION WORKERS 
ASSEMBLERS 
















WOOD CARVING MACHINE OPERATORS 
AUTOMATIC CLIPPERS.VENEER 
CUTTERS.PORTABLE MACHINE 




SHEAR &/OR SLITTER OPERATORS.MET 
VENEER JOINTER OPERATORS 





























































0 . 02 













0 . 02 
0 . 04 
0.00 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
0.00 
0 . 02 
0.06 
0.01 
0 . 01 











































PCT OF CHANGE IN 
IND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 
0.01 0 
0 . 01 0 
0.01 0 




1. 38 48 
1 .06 48 





0. 14 3 
0 . 00 0 
0.01 0 
0.02 2 




0 . 01 1 
0.08 5 
0.01 1 
0 . 01 1 
0.06 4 





0 . 04 0 
0 . 00 -1 
0 . 00 0 
0.00 -1 












29 . 41 
31. 25 




















25 . 00 
1. 82 
- 11 . 11 
0.00 





-100 . 00 
0 . 00 
0 . 00 
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61081803 DRILLERS.HAND 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61081804 DRILLERS.MACHINE 1 0.00 2 0.01 1 100.00 
61082000 DRY WALL INSTALLERS.LATHERS 19 0.07 26 0.08 7 36.84 
61082001 DRY WALL APPLICATORS 1 1 0.04 16 0.05 5 45.45 
61082002 LATHERS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61082003 TAPERS 7 0.03 10 0.03 3 42.86 
61082400 FILERS,POLISHRS,SANDRS,BUFFRS 20 0.07 21 0.07 1 5.00 
61082401 FILERS,GRINDERS,BUFFERS,CHIPPERS 3 0.01 3 0.01 0 0.00 
61082402 SANDBLASTERS/SHOTBLASTERS 5 0.02 5 0.02 0 0 . 00 
61082410 SANDERS.WOOD 13 0 . 05 13 0.04 0 0 . 00 
61082600 GARAGE WORKERS.GAS STAT ATTNS 132 0.49 146 0 . 47 14 10.61 
61082605 FUEL PUMP ATTENDANTS.LUBRICATORS 115 0.42 124 0.40 9 7.83 
61082606 TIRE CHANGERS 17 0.06 22 0.07 5 29.41 
61082800 LAUNDRY,DRYCLEANING OPS.NEC 31 0.11 44 o. 14 13 41. 94 
61082801 MARKERS.CLASSIFIERS.ASSEMBLERS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61082804 WASHERS.MACH &/OR STARCHERS 24 0.09 36 0. 12 12 50.00 
61082806 DRYCLEANING MACHINE OPERATORS 1 0 . 00 1 0.00 0 0 . 00 
61082809 LAUNDRY OPERATORS.SM ESTABLHMT 3 0.01 4 0.01 1 33.33 
61082818 FOLDERS.LAUNDRY 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61083600 MINE OPERATIVES.NEC 2 0.01 2 0.01 0 0.00 
61083622 LOADING MACHINE OPERATORS 2 0 . 01 2 0.01 0 0.00 
61083646 MILL &/OR GRINDER OPS.MINERALS 1 0.00 0 0.00 - 1 -100.00 
61083800 MIXING OPERATIVES 47 0. 17 52 0. 17 5 10.64 
61083804 ASPHALT BLENDERS 0 0.00 1 0.00 1******** 
61083806 ASPHALT-PLANT OPERATORS 4 0.01 6 0.02 2 50.00 
61083817 COATING MIXER TENDERS 8 0 . 03 7 0.02 - 1 -12.50 
61083854 MIXERS,STONE,CLAY,GLASS,ETC 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61083856 MIXERS.FOOD & TOBACCO 34 0. 13 38 o. 12 4 11. 76 
61084000 OILERS 13 0.05 13 0.04 0 0.00 
61084200 PAINTERS.MFG ARTICLES 23 0 . 08 27 0.09 4 17.39 
61084201 PAINTERS.AUTOMOTIVE 11 0 . 04 13 0.04 2 18 . 18 
61084210 PAINTERS.PRODUCTION 13 0.05 14 0.04 1 7.69 
61084400 PHOTO PROCESS WORKERS 13 0 . 05 19 0.06 6 46. 15 
61084600 RIVETERS & FASTENERS 12 0.04 13 0 . 04 1 8 . 33 
61084602 NAILING MACHINE OPERATORS 10 0 . 04 1 1 0 . 04 1 10.00 
61084604 STAPLING MACHINE OPERATORS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61084606 RIVETERS, LIGHT 1 0 . 00 1 0.00 0 0 . 00 
61085000 SAWYERS 136 0 . 50 131 0.42 -5 -3.68 
6 rn85001 BAND SCROLL SAW OPERATORS 3 0 . 01 2 0.01 - 1 -33.33 
61 0 85003 CUT-OFF SAW OPERATORS.LUMBER 29 o . 11 29 0.09 0 0 . 00 
61 0 85004 CUT-OFF SAWYERS.LOG 4 0 . 01 3 0.01 - 1 -25 . 00 
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61085006 GANG SAWYERS 3 0.01 3 0 . 01 0 0.00 
61085007 SAWYERS.TAIL 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0 . 00 
61085008 HEAD SAWYERS 29 0. 11 28 0.09 -1 -3.45 
61085011 RESAWYERS 12 0.04 12 0.04 0 0.00 
61085012 RIPSAW OPERATORS 15 0.06 14 0.04 - 1 -6.67 
61085013 SAWYERS.METAL 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61085017 TRIM SAW OPERATORS 19 0.07 19 0 . 06 0 0.00 
61085200 SEWERS & STITCHERS 231 0.85 241 0.77 10 4.33 
61085205 SEWING MACH OPS,REG EQMT,NONGAR 14 0.05 13 0.04 - 1 -7. 14 
61085212 GARMENT REPAIRERS 3 0.01 4 0.01 1 33.33 
61085215 SEWING MACH OPS.SPEC EQMT,NONGAR 1 1 0.04 9 0.03 -2 -18. 18 
61085217 SHOE PARTS SEWERS.HAND 12 o'.o4 13 0.04 1 8.33 
61085219 SEWING MACH OPS.SPEC EQMT,GAR 12 0 . 04 13 0.04 1 8.33 
61085220 SEWING MACH OPS.REG EQMT,GARMENT 179 0.66 189 0.60 10 5.59 
61085400 SHOEMAKING MACHINE OPS 94 0.35 95 0 . 30 1 1. 06 
61085401 ASSEMBLERS FOR PULLER-OVER 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0 . 00 
61085402 BED LASTERS 1 0.00 1 0 . 00 0 0.00 
61085403 BOTTOM FILLERS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61085404 BUFFERS.SHOE PARTS 3 0.01 2 o . p1 - 1 -33.33 
61085405 CEMENTERS.MACHINE JOINER 4 0.01 4 0.01 0 0.00 
61085407 PERFORATOR OPERATORS 2 0.01 2 0.01 0 0.00 
61085409 FOLDERS.MACHINE 1 0.00 1 0 . 00 0 0 . 00 
61085410 HEEL ATTACHERS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61085413 HEEL-SEAT LASTERS,MACHINE 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61085416 INKERS.HAND OR MACHINE 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61085419 LASTING MACHINE OPERATORS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61085421 PULLERS-OVER 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61085422 REPAIRERS.SHOE FINISH 5 0.02 5 0.02 0 0 . 00 
61085423 ROUGH ROUNDERS,MACHINE 1 0.00 1 0 . 00 0 0.00 
61085424 SEAM RUBBING MACHINE OPERATORS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61085428 SOLE LEVELERS.MACHINE 1 0 . 00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61085430 STITCHERS,SPECIAL MACHINE 3 0.01 3 0 . 01 0 0.00 
61085431 STITCHERS,STANDARD MACHINE 48 0. 18 49 0. 16 1 2.08 
61085432 STITCHERS,UTILITY 4 0.01 4 0.01 0 0.00 
61085439 TRIMMERS,MACHINE 2 0.01 2 0.01 0 0.00 
61085441 SPLITTERS.MACHINE 1 0 . 00 1 0.00 0 0 . 00 
61085442 FASTENERS.MACHINE 2 0 . 01 2 0.01 0 0.00 
61085443 CEMENTERS,PASTERS,BACKERS,ETC 7 0.03 7 0 . 02 0 0.00 
61085444 MOLDERS.SHOE PARTS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61085445 PULLING & LASTING MACH OPERATORS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61085600 FURNACE TNDRS,STOKRS,EX METAL 44 0 . 16 43 o. 14 - 1 -2 . 27 
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PAPER REEL OPS.REWINDER OPS 
WINDERS.PAPER MACHINE 
MISC MACH OPS.MEAT & DAIRY 
SKIN PEELING MACHINE OPERATORS 
DAIRY PROCESSING EQMT OPERATORS 
COOKS &/OR COOKERS 
MISC MACH OPS.ALL OTH FOOD 
RETORT OPERATORS 
WASHERS &/OR SEPARATORS.FOOD 
BLANCHING MACHINE OPERATORS 
FEED PELLET MILL OPERATORS 
DOUGHNUT MAKRS/DOUGHNUT MACH OPS 
DRIER OPERATORS 




POWER BARKER OPERATORS 
DOWEL MACHINE OPERATORS 
WOODWORKING MACHINE OPERATORS 
MISC MACH OPS,PAPER,ALLIED 




WET MACHINE TENDERS 
EVAPORATOR OPERATORS,PAPERMAKING 
WOOD GRINDER OPERATORS 










TAPING MACHINE OPERATORS 
WAXING MACHINE OPERATORS 


































































o . 12 
0.64 
0 . 01 
0 . 01 
0.01 
0 . 05 
0.02 
0.01 
0 . 04 
0.07 
0 . 08 
0 . 03 
0 . 03 
0.01 
0.01 


















































PCT OF CHANGE IN 
IND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 
0.01 -1 
0. 12 -6 
0.07 -3 
0 . 05 -3 
0.09 6 














0 . 08 -1 
0 . 01 -1 
0.09 -3 





0 . 02 0 
0.01 -1 
0 . 03 - 2 
0 . 05 -3 
0.06 -3 
0.02 -1 
0 . 02 -1 
0.01 -1 
0. 01 -1 
0 . 00 0 
0 . 04 -1 
0.00 0 
0.00 0 
0 . 01 0 















-16 . 67 
100.00 
-11.11 
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PCT OF PCT OF CHANGE IN PERCENT 
CODE OCCUPATION TITLE EMPLOYMENT IND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT IND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT CHANGE 
61087043 FLEXO-FOLDER-GLUER OPERATORS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61087048 FOLDING MACHINE OPERATORS.PAPER 6 0.02 5 0.02 -1 -16.67 
61087054 BOX MAKERS.PAPERBOARD 1 0.00 1 0 . 00 0 0.00 
61087056 CUTTING & CREASING PRESS OPS 1 0 . 00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61087059 CARTON-FORMING MACH OPERATORS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61087060 CORRUGATOR OPERATORS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0 . 00 
61087064 BROWN STOCK WASHERS.BLOW PIT OPS 2 0.01 2 0.01 0 0.00 
61087065 FOURTH/FIFTH HANDS.PAPER MACHINE 37 o . 14 32 0. 10 -5 -13.51 
61087070 SLOTTER OPERATORS 1 0.00 1 0 . 00. 0 0.00 
61087200 MISC MACH OPS,CHEM,ALLIED 10 0.04 9 0.03 -1 -10.00 
61087288 CHEMICAL OPERATOR HELPERS 3 0.01 2 0 . 01 - 1 -33.33 
61087290 CHEMICAL OPERATORS A 2 0.01 2 0.01 0 0.00 
61087291 CHEMICAL OPERATORS B 3 0 . 01 3 0.01 0 0.00 
61087294 DRIER OPERATORS,CHEM,PLAST,RUBBR 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0 . 00 
61087295 CHIEF OPERATORS 1 0.00 1 0 .00 0 0.00 
61087400 MISC MACH OPS,PETROL,COAL 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61087408 ASPHALT-PLANT DRIER OPERATORS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61087600 MISC MACH OPS,RUBBER,PLAST 10 0.04 9 0.03 - 1 -10.00 
61087608 HEAT SEALERS 1 0 . 00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61087645 COMPR &/OR INJECT MOLD MA OPS.PL 8 0.03 8 0.03 0 0.00 
61087800 MISC MACH OPS.LEATHER.LEA GD 1 0.00 1 0 . 00 0 0 . 00 
61087817 BURNISHERS 1 0.00 1 0 . 00 0 0.00 
61088000 MISC MACH OPS , STONE,CLAY,GLA 7 0.03 10 0.03 3 42.86 
61088035 CAGE MAKERS.HAND OR MACHINE 1 0.00 1 0 . 00 0 0 . 00 
61088038 BLOCKMAKING MACHINE OPERATORS 2 0.01 2 0 . 01 0 0 .00 
61088040 CONCRETE STONE FABRICATORS 4 0 . 01 6 0.02· 2 50.00 
61088070 CONCRETE VAULT MAKERS 1 0 . 00 1 0 . 00 0 0 :00 
61088200 MISC MACH OPS,PRIMARY METALS 1 0.00 1 0 . 00 0 0.00 
61088287 DIE-CASTING MACH OPS.SETTERS 1 0.00 1 0 . 00 0 0.00 
61088400 MISC MACH OPS.MFG.NEC 26 0 . 10 25 0.08 - 1 -3.85 
61088405 FILTER/FILTER PRESS OPERATORS 3 0.01 3 0.01 0 0 . 00 
61088407 GRINDER OPERATORS 1 0 . 00 0 0 . 00 - 1 -100.00 
61088408 CHIPPERS 16 0.06 15 0 . 05 - 1 -6.25 
61088410 SK IVERS 4 0.01 4 0 . 01 0 0.00 
61088412 VULCANIZERS,FOOTWEAR 1 0.00 1 0 . 00 0 0.00 
61088436 LOADING MACHINE OPERATORS 0 0 . 00 1 0.00 1**** **** 
61088-l43 SOABAR OPERATORS 1 0 . 00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61088600 MISC MACH OPS,NONMFG 15 0 . 06 16 0 . 05 1 6.67 
61088614 TIRE FABRICATORS.REPAIRERS 14 0.05 15 0.05 1 7. 14 
61088621 PHOTOLETTERING MACHINE OPERATORS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
61088800 OPERATIVES.NEC.DURABLE GOODS 7 0.03 7 0.02 0 0.00 
61088814 CONCRETE PIPE MAKERS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0 .00 

1.....- ...___ 
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PRESS ASSISTANTS & FEEDERS 
MAILERS 
OPERATIVE,NEC,NONMFG 
TRANSPORT EQUIP OPERATIVES 
BUS DRIVERS 
BUS DRIVERS 
BUS DRIVERS, SCHOOL 
DELIVERY & ROUTE WORKERS 
DELIVERY & ROUTE WORKERS 
FURNITURE ASSEMBLERS & INSTALLRS 
FORK LIFT,TOW MOTOR OPS 
INDUSTRIAL TRUCK OPERATORS 
CARRIER DRIVERS 
LOG HANDLING EQUIPMENT OPERATORS 
RAILROAD BRAKE OPERATORS 
TOWER OPERATORS 
TAXICAB DRIVERS,CHAUFFERS 
AMBULANCE DRIVERS/AMS ATTENDANTS 
TAXI DRIVERS 
CHAUFFEURS 
TRUCK DRIVING OCCUPATIONS 
TRUCK DRIVERS 
ALL OTHER OPS & SEMISKILLED WKRS 
SERVICE WORKERS 
CLEANING SERVICE WORKERS 
JANITORS.PORTERS,& CLEANERS 























































0 . 01 
0.00 
4.93 
0 . 53 
0. 10 





0 . 58 
0.01 
0. 12 
0 . 06 
0.00 
0. 10 
0 . 05 
0 . 01 
0.03 
2.47 




3 . 07 
























































4 . 64 
0.51 
0.09 













0 . 04 
2 . 38 
2.38 
0 . 86 
16.92 
3 . 15 
3 . 15 
-















0 0 . 00 
0 0.00 












3 11 . 54 
11 9. 32 
38 13 . 10 
37 12.76 
0 0.00 





0 0 . 00 
7 25.93 
4 28 . 57 
0 0.00 
3 33.33 
7 4 11. 06 
74 11. 06 
4 1. 51 
992 23.08 
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FOOD SERVICE WORKERS 
BAKERS.BREAD &/OR PASTRY 
BARTENDERS 
DINING RM ATTNS,BAR HELPERS.ETC 
COOKS.EX PRIVATE 
COOKS.SHORT ORDER/SPEC FAST FD 
COOKS.RESTAURANT 
COOKS.INSTITUTIONAL 
BUTCHERS &/OR MEAT CUTTERS 
WAITERS & WAITRESSES 
HOSTS/HOSTESSES,REST,LNGE,COF SH 
WAITERS OR WAITRESSES 
FOOD WORKERS,NEC,EX PRIVATE 
KITCHEN HELPERS 
FD PREP & SERV WKRS,FAST FD REST 
PANTRY,SANDWICH,&/OR COFF MAKERS 
ALL OTHER FOOD SERVICE WORKERS 
HEALTH SERVICE WORKERS 
HEALTH AIDES, EXC NURSING 
NURSING ASSISTANT OCCUPS 
NURSES AIDES/ORDERLIES 
.PSYCHIATRIC AIDES 
ORTHOPEDIC CAST SPECIALISTS 
MEDICAL ASSISTANTS 
PERSONAL SERVICE WORKERS 
FLIGHT ATTENDANTS 
ATTNS,RECREATION & AMUSEMENT 
RECREATION FACILITY ATTENDANTS 







HOUSEKEEPERS,HOTEL & MOTEL 
GUIDES.SIGHTSEEING OR ESTABLHMT 
BAGGAGE PORTERS & BELLHOPS 
BELLHOPS.BAG PORTERS,DRKPRS,ETC 
BARBERS 
CHILD CARE WORKERS.EX PRIVATE 
CHILD CARE ATTENDANTS 
























































1 . 69 
2.77 
1. 22 










0 . 74 
0 . 00 
0 . 09 
0.06 
0.01 
0 . 01 
0.01 
0. 11 
0 . 00 




0 . 01 
0 . 01 
0.01 
o. 20 
0 . 02 











































PCT OF .CHANGE IN PERCENT 




















3 . 36 
3 . 10 
o . 15 
0.00 




0 . 06 
0.01 


































5 11 . 63 
0 0.00 
13 61 . 90 
59 29.35 
1******** 









8 38 . 10 
1 50.00 
0 0 . 00 
1 50.00 
1 33 . 33 
17 32.08 
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USHERS,LOBBY ATTNS,TICKET TAKERS 
SOCIAL SERVICE AIDES 
PROTECTIVE SERVICE WORKERS 
CROSSING GUARDS,BRIDGETENDRS 
CROSSING OR BRIDGE TENDERS 






GUARDS & DOORKEEPERS 
CHECKERS.FITTING ROOM 
FISH & GAME WARDENS 
CORRECTION OFFICERS &/OR JAILERS 
U.S ." MARSHALLS 
POLICE & DETECTIVES 
DETECTIVES, PRIVATE 




PARKING ENFORCEM~NT OFFICERS 
SHERIFFS & BAILIFFS 
SHERIFFS 
BAILIFFS 
OTHER SERVICE WORKERS 
SUPERVISORS.NONWORKING.SERVICE 
ALL OTHER SERVICE WORKERS 
LABORERS.EX FARM 
ANIMAL CARETAKERS 
CONST LABRS,EX CARPEN HLPRS 




HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE WORKERS 
ASPHALT RAKERS 



















































0 . 18 
2. 16 
0 . 07 







0 . 73 
0 . 01 
0.02 
0 . 13 
0.00 
0 . 69 
0.00 
0 . 00 
o . 14 









8 . 52 
0 . 00 
0 . 47 
0 . 01 
0 . 01 
0 . 04 
0 . 03 
0 . 36 
0 . 02 












































PCT OF CHANGE IN 
IND TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 
0 . 19 12 
0. 11 8 















0 . 02 0 
0. 14 7 
0.00 0 
0 . 62 7 
0.01 1 
0.01 1 




0 . 06 -4 
0.04 -4 





0 . 00 0 
0 . 43 9 
0.02 2 
0 . 02 2 
0.04 1 
0 . 04 4 
0.31 -1 








28 . 00 
11 . 4 1 
5 . 26 
0 . 00 




4 . 35 
25.21 
27 . 27 
0 . 00 
0.00 

















7 . 09 
66 . 67 
50.00 
8.33 
57 . 14 
-1 . 03 
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80001000 FREIGHT.MATERIAL HANDLERS 123 0.45 124 0.40 1 0.81 
80001005 CHAIN OFFBEARERS,LUMBER 47 0. 17 46 0. 15 -1 -2. 13 
80001007 LOADERS.CAR & TRUCK 14 0.05 14 0.04 0 0 . 00 
80001008 LUMBER STRAIGHTENERS 15 0.06 14 0.04 - 1 -6 . 67 
80001009 OFF-BEARERS 19 0.07 18 0.06 - 1 -5.26 
80001014 KILN STACKER OPERATORS 1 0.00 1 0.00 0 0.00 
80001018 VENEER DRIER FEEDERS 2 0 . 01 2 0.01 0 0.00 
80001020 CONVEYOR OPERATORS OR TENDERS 13 0.05 15 0.05 2 15 . 38 
80001023 WORK DISTRIBUTORS 12 0.04 13 0.04 1 8.33 
80001200 GARBAGE COLLECTORS 18 0 . 07 30 0. 10 12 66.67 
80001400 GARDENERS & GROUNDSKEEPERS 52 0 . 19 58 o. 19 6 11 . 54 
80001401 GARDENERS & GROUNDSKEEPERS 52 0. 19 58 o. 19 6 11. 54 
80001800 TIMBERCUTTING,LOGGING WKRS 486 1. 79 457 1 . 46 -29 -5.97 
80001802 CHOKER SETTERS.LUMBER 15 0 . 06 14 0 . 04 -1 -6.67 
80001803 DECKER OPERATORS 2 0.01 2 0 . 01 0 0.00 
80001805 FALLERS &/OR SUCKERS 462 1. 70 434 1. 39 -28 -6 . 06 
80001806 HEAD LOADERS 2 0.01 2 0 . 01 0 0.00 
80001808 POND WORKERS.LUMBER 5 0.02 4 0.01 -1 -20.00 
80002000 STOCK HANDLERS 296 1.09 345 1 . 10 49 16.55 
80002001 ORDER FILLERS 58 0.21 60 0. 19 2 3 . 45 
80002003 STOCK CLE~KS,SALES FLOOR 238 0.88 285 0.91 47 19.75 
80002400 VEHICLE WASHERS.EQUIP CLNRS 21 0.08 25 0.08 4 19 . 05 
80002401 CLEANERS.VEHICLE 21 0 . 08 25 0.08 4 19 . 05 
80002800 OTHER LABORERS 1188 4.38 1303 4. 17 115 9 . 68 
80002822 RIGGERS 26 0 . 10 29 0.09 3 11 . 54 
80002823 HELPERS.TRADES 143 0 . 53 185 0.59 42 29.37 
80002824 CANNERY WORKERS 100 0.37 130 0.42 30 30.00 
80002826 SHANK PIECE TACKERS 1 0 . 00 1 0 . 00 0 0.00 
80002829 TREE RS 2 0.01 2 0.01 0 0 . 00 
80002830 LINE SERVICE ATTENDANTS 9 0 . 03 13 0.04 4 44.44 
80002831 FOREST CONSERVATION WORKERS 6 0 . 02 7 0.02 1 16 . 67 
80002899 ALL OTHER LABORERS & UNSKLD WKRS 901 3 . 32 937 3 . 00 36 4 . 00 
1/ Estimates are for total nonfarm wage and salary employment less private households. Accordingly, the data do 
not include estimates of the self-employed, unpaid family workers, agricultural workers, and domestic workers. 
~ EMP LO,MENT BELOW c "JOT CRI'\,TEO. 
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TABLED OES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
1984 - 1995 !/ 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 
000000 - TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES 
OCCUPATION TITLES 
TOTAL, ALL OCCUPATIONS 







METALLURGISTS & MET ENGINEERS 
OTHER ENGINEERS 
NUCLEAR ENGINEERS 
ALL OTHER ENGINEERS 


















ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC TECHNS 
BROADCAST TECHNICIANS 
INDUSTRIAL ENGINRING TECHNICIANS 
MECHAN ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS 
SURVEYORS 
ENGIN & SCI TECHNS,NEC 
TIMBER CRUISERS 
CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS 
ALL OTHR ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS 
ALL OTHER SCIENCE TECHNICIANS 
MEDICAL WORKERS.EX TECHNS 
CHIROPRACTORS 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
1453 100.00 4.65 
272 18.72 4.85 
7 0.48 4.02 
0 0.00 0.00 
2 0 . 14 5. 13 
2 o. 14 5.56 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 0.07 2.63 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0.07 2.78 
1 0.07 6 . 25 
1 0.07 5.00 
2 o. 14 4.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
1 0.07 6.25 
1 0 . 07 6.67 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
6 0 . 41 2.31 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
2 0.14 2.38 
2 o . 14 2 . 90 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
3 0 . 21 2. 10 
1 0.07 4.35 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
1 0.07 1 . 37 
1 0 . 07 2 . 22 
57 3 . 92 5 . 76 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
OPENINGS 






































































































































TABLED OES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 
000000 - TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES 
OCCUPATION TITLES 
DENTISTS 




PHYSICIANS &/OR SURGEONS 
THERAPISTS 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS 
MANUAL ARTS,MUSIC,REC THERAPISTS 




ALL OTHER THERAPISTS 
VETERINARIANS 
HEALTH TECHNOLOGISTS.TECHNICIANS 
CLINICAL LAB TECHNOLS AND TECHNS 





MEDICAL LAB ASSISTANTS 
BLOOD BANK TECH SPECIALISTS 
DENTAL HYGIENISTS & ASSTS 
DENTAL ASSISTANTS 
DENTAL HYGIENISTS 
MEDICAL RECORD LIBRARIANS 
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLS,TECHNS 
X-RAY TECHNICIANS 
RADIOLOGIC TECHS & NUC MED TECHS 
OTHER HEALTH TECHNOLS,TECHNS 
SURGICAL TECHNICIANS 
EKG TECHNICIANS 
EEG · TECHNICIANS 
EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIANS 
PHARMACY HELPERS 
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSES 
DIETETIC TECHNICIANS 
PHYSICAL THERAPY TECHNICIANS 
ALL OTHER MED & DENT TECHNICIANS 
TECHNICIANS.EX HEALTH OR S&E 
1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION . TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
1 0.07 5.26 
42 2.89 6 . 10 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
6 0.41 9.52 
4 0 . 28 3.88 
3 0.21 3.30 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 0.07 3.70 
1 0 . 07 4 . 76 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
31 2 . 13 4.79 
2 0 . 14 2.56 
1 0 . 07 3.57 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0 . 07 3.85 
0 0.00 0.00 
3 0 . 21 4 . 62 
2 0. 14 6 . 06 
1 0.07 3. 13 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
3 0 . 21 5.36 
2 o . 14 4 . 76 
0 0.00 0.00 
23 1. 58 5.23 
1 0.07 5.88 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
5 0 . 34 6 . 67 
1 0 . 07 4.76 
14 0.96 5 . 43 
1 0 . 07 7.69 
0 0.00 0.00 
2 0. 14 5 . 71 
3 0 . 21 4 . 29 
OPENINGS 













































RUN DATE 04/16/87 
PAGE 
OPENINGS DUE 
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TABLED OES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 
000000 - TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES 
OCCUPATION TITLES 
AIRPLANE PILOTS 
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS 
EMBALMERS 
RADIO OPERATORS 
TOOL PROGRAMMERS.NUMERICAL CONT 
OTHER TECHNS,EX HEALTH OR S&E 











URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNERS 
ALL OTHER SOCIAL SCIENTISTS 
TEACHERS 
TEACHERS.ADULT EDUCATION 
COLLEGE & UNIVERSITY TEACHERS 
TEACHERS.VOCATIONAL ED OR TRAIN 
TEACHERS.COLLEGE 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 
EXTENSION SERVICE SPECIALISTS 
PROFESSORS 
ASSOC . PROFESSORS 




PRESCH. &/OR ELEM . SCH . TEACHERS 
TEACHERS.SECONDARY 
TEACHERS, NEC 
ALL OTHER TEACHERS 
WR ITERS,ARTISTS,ENTERTAINERS 




DESI GNING OCCUPATIONS 
1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
1 0.07 2. 17 
1 0.07 2 . 78 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
3 0 . 21 5. 17 
1 0 . 07 3 . 23 
1 0 . 07 3.70 
3 0 . 21 5.88 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
2 o . 14 8.70 
1 0 . 07 20 . 00 
1 0.07 6 . 67 
94 6 . 47 4.62 
5 0 . 34 4.72 
10 0 . 69 3 . 05 
2 0 . 14 4 . 76 
1 0 . 07 1 . 43 
1 0 . 07 3 . 33 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
1 0.07 2.63 
2 o. 14 3.57 
2 0 . 14 4 . 00 
1 0.07 3.03 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
57 3 . 92 5 . 72 
57 3 . 92 5 . 72 
19 1 . 31 3 . 44 
4 0 . 28 7 . 69 
4 0 . 28 7 . 69 
6 0 . 41 4.20 
2 0 . 14 16.67 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
2 o . 14 6 . 06 
OPENINGS 






































































































































TABLE O OES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 
000000 - TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES 
OCCUPATION TITLES 
DESIGNERS 
EDITORS & REPORTERS 
WRITERS &/OR EDITORS 
REPORTERS & CORRESPONDENTS 
MUSICIANS 
MUSICIANS.INSTRUMENTAL 
PAINTERS & SCULPTORS 
COMMERCIAL ARTISTS 
PHOTOGRAPHIC OCCUPATIONS 
TELEVISION CAMERA OPERATORS 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 
PUBLIC RELATIONS SPECIALISTS 
RADIO,TV ANNOUNCERS 
ANNOUNCERS 
BROADCAST NEWS ANALYSTS 
OTH PROFESSIONAL & TECHN WKRS 
ACCOUNTING OCCUPATIONS 
ACCOUNTANTS & AUDITORS 




PURCHASING AGENTS &/OR BUYERS 
MEDIA BUYERS 
BUYERS,RETAIL &/OR WHOLSL TRADE 
RIGHT-OF-WAY AGENTS 
CLERGY 
DIRECTORS.REL ACT &/OR REL ED 
COUNTY AGRIC. SPECIALISTS 
FORESTERS & CONSERV SCIENTISTS 
JUDICIAL OCCUPATIONS 
JUDGES 




LIBRARIANS & RELATED WORKERS 
LIBRARIANS 
AUDIO VISUAL SPECIALISTS 
PERSONNEL & EMPLOYMENT WKRS 
PERSONNEL . LABOR REL SPECIALISTS 
EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWERS 
1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
2 o. 14 6 . 06 
2 0. 14 6.67 
1 0 . 01 6.67 
1 0 . 01 6.67 
1 0 . 07 9.09 
1 0 . 01 9.09 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
61 4.20 5.40 
12 0 . 83 5.56 
10 0 . 69 5.41 
1 0 . 07 4 . 35 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 0 . 01 12.50 
7 0.48 6.09 
1 0.07 2.63 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
5 0 . 34 6.58 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
4 0 . 28 5 . 63 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
9 0 . 62 9 . 38 
1 0 . 07 12 . 50 
6 0 . 41 9 . 23 
2 0. 14 8 . 70 
2 0 . 14 4. 17 
2 0 . 14 4.44 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
3 0 . 21 5.77 
1 0.07 2 . 44 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
OPENINGS 





































































































































20061 6 12 
~ 
TABLED OES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 
000000 - TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES 
OCCUPATION TITLES 
RECREATION WORKERS 





COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION WORKERS 
VOCATIONAL & EDUC COUNSELORS 











CLAIMS TAKERS,UNEMP BENEFITS 
SPECIAL AGENTS.INSURANCE 
TRAVEL AGTS,TR ACCOM APPRAISERS 
CLAIM EXAMINERS,PRPTY/CSLTY INS 
BLDG INSPECTORS.FIRE INSURANCE 
ALL OTHER PROFESSIONAL WORKERS 





PUBLIC ADM INSPECTORS.EX CONST 
CHIEF EXECUTIVES.LEGIS . 
POSTMASTERS &/OR MAIL SUPERINTS 
SCHOOL ADMINS.ELEM & SECONDARY 
PRINCIPALS 
ASST . PRINCIPALS 
SUPERINTENDENTS 
OTHER MANAGERS,OFFICIALS,PROPS 
CONDUCTORS . TRAIN 
MANAGERS , REST ' RANT , COFFEE SH . ETC 
OTHER MANAGERS, ADMINISTRATORS 
MANAGERS, STORE 
1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 
2 0. 14 









0 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 






3 0 . 21 
0 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 
2 0 . 14 
0 0 . 00 





16 1. 10 
1 0 . 07 
2 o . 14 
5 · 0 . 34 
2 0 . 14 
6 0 . 41 
3 0 . 21 
2 0 . 14 
0 . 07 
127 8 . 74 
0 0 . 00 
6 0 . 41 
121 8 . 33 
22 1 . 51 
PCT OF OPENINGS 





5 . 22 2 
0 . 00 0 
4 . 17 0 














9 . 52 1 
0 . 00 0 
0.00 0 
3.91 2 
5 . 23 36 
3.49 1 
3.49 1 
4 . 73 2 
5 . 88 0 
3 . 51 0 
6 . 02 0 
5 . 13 0 
4 . 20 2 
4 . 17 1 
5 . 13 1 
3 . 23 0 
5 . 37 33 
0 . 00 0 
4 . 32 2 
5 . 44 32 
5 . 63 6 
~ 






























































































TABLED DES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 
000000 - TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES 
OCCUPATION TITLES 
MANAGERS.AUTO SERVICE DEPT 
MANAGERS.AUTO PARTS DEPT 
WHOLESALERS 




SALES AGENTS.SALES REPS,INSURNCE 
REAL ESTATE AGENTS.BROKERS 
REAL ESTATE BROKERS 
SALES AGENTS.SALES REPS.REAL EST 
STOCK & BOND SALES AGENTS 
BROKER & MARKET OPERATORS,COMMOD 
SALES AGENTS.SALES REPS.FIN SERV 
SALES AGENTS.SALES REPS.SECURITY 




CRATING & MOVING ESTIMATORS 
SALES CLERK SUPERVISORS 






OFFICE MACHINE OPERATORS 
OFFICE MACHINE OPERATORS 
BOOKKEEPING/BILLING MACH OPS 
PROOF MACHINE OPERATORS 
TRANSIT CLERKS 
COMPUTER.PERIPHERAL EQUIP OPS 
COMPUTER OPERATORS 
PERIPHERAL EDP EQPT OPERATORS 
DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATORS 
KEYPUNCH OPERATORS 
TABULATING MACHINE OPERATORS 
ALL OTHER OFFICE MACHINE OPS 
OTHER CLERICAL WORKERS 
BANK TELLERS 
NEW ACCOUNTS TELLERS 
1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
3 0 . 21 7.69 
1 0.07 5 . 00 
2 0. 14 4.00 
94 6.47 5.45 
79 5.44 5.32 
2 o . 14 5 . 71 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
2 0. 14 6.06 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0 . 07 6.67 
1 0 . 07 9 . 09 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
74 5.09 5. 17 
41 2.82 5.22 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0.01 6.25 
32 2.20 5 . 14 
252 17 . 34 4 . 78 
38 2 . 62 4.53 
32 2.20 5.30 
-1 -0.01 -2.94 
8 0 . 55 3.98 
7 0 . 48 3.98 
3 0 . 21 4 . 35 
3 0.21 5.56 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
2 0. 14 4.44 
2 0. 14 4.76 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
1 0.07 3 . 13 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 0.07 4 . 00 
208 14.32 4 . 88 
11 o. 76 4 . 55 
1 0.07 5 .00 
----
OPENINGS 











































































































































TABLED DES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 










COUNTER CLERKS.EX FOOD 




CLASSIFIED AD CLERKS.NEWSPAPER 
TELEPHONE AD TAKERS.NEWSPAPER 
DESK CLERKS.BOWLING FLOOR 
DISPATCHERS,STARTERS,VEHICLE 
DISPATCHERS,POLICE,FIRE,AMBULNCE 








FILE CLERKS & RELATED WORKERS 







POSTAL MAIL CARRIERS 
MAIL HANDLERS.EX POSTAL SERV 
MAIL CLERKS 





1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
10 0.69 4 . 50 
30 2.06 5 . 38 
1 1 0. 76 5. 16 
19 1 . 31 5.51 
47 3.23 5.56 
1 0.07 6.25 
5 0.34 4.35 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
5 0.34 6.25 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0 . 07 4.00 
4 0.28 8 . 16 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
4 0.28 6.56 
2 0 . 14 5.71 
1 0.07 4.00 
2 o. 14 5. 13 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
2 0 . 14 10.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
1 0.07 3.70 
3 0.21 3 . 90 
2 0 . 14 4.35 
1 0 . 07 3 . 85 
0 0.00 0.00 
2 o. 14 10.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 0.07 5.26 
2 0 . 14 4.26 
5 0 . 34 2 . 86 
1 0.07 6 . 67 
1 0 . 07 6.67 
1 0 . 07 12.50 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0.07 14.29 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
2 0. 14 3 .2 3 
OPENINGS 










































































































































TABLED DES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 
000000 - TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES 
OCCUPATION TITLES 
POSTAL SERVICE CLERKS 
PROOFREADERS 
PROOFREADERS.COMPOSED COPY 
RECEPTIONISTS & RELATED WKRS 
RECEPTIONISTS 
SWITCHBD OPS/RECEPTIONISTS 
TRAVEL COUNSELORS.AUTO CLUB 
SHIPPING.RECEIVING OCCUPS 








STOCK CLERKS.STORE KEEPERS 
PROCUREMENT CLERKS 
STOCK CLERKS,STOCKRM,WAREHS,ETC 
YARD CLERKS . 




CENTRAL OFFICE OPERATORS 






ALL OTHER CLERICAL WORKERS 
LOAN CLOSERS 
COIN MACH OPS/CURRENCY SORTERS 
SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES 
GENERAL CLERKS.OFFICE 
POLICY CHANGE CLERKS 
REAL ESTATE CLERKS 




1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
2 0 . 14 3 . 28 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
10 0 . 69 6 . 06 
7 0 . 48 6.42 
3 0 . 21 5 . 45 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
8 0 . 55 3 . 69 
3 0 . 21 3 . 06 
5 0.34 4.20 
1 0 . 07 2 .44 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
1 0.07 5.88 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
6 0 . 41 3 . 53 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
5 0.34 3. 18 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
4 0 . 28 2.60 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
3 0.21 4.62 
3 0 . 21 5.36 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
53 3 . 65 5 . 53 
1 0 . 07 6.25 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
1 0 . 07 8 . 33 
34 2 . 34 5.45 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 .00 
1 0.07 6 . 67 
1 0 . 07 4 . 17 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
---
OPENINGS 












































































































































TABLED OES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 
000000 - TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES 
OCCUPATION TITLES 









ALL OTHER OFFICE CLERICAL WKRS 
ALL OTHER PLANT CLERICAL WKRS 
CRAFTS & KINDRED WORKERS 




BRICKMASONS & STONEMASONS 
BRICKLAYERS 
STONE MASONS 






EXCAVATING.GRADING MACH OPS 
CONCRETE MIXER OPERATORS 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATORS 
BATCH PLANT OPERATORS 
BALLAST CLEAN MACH OPERATORS.ETC 
PAINTERS.MAINTENANCE 
PAPERHANGERS 
PLASTERERS & RELATED OCCUPS 
PLASTERERS 
PLUMBERS & PIPEFITTERS 
PLUMBERS &/0~ PIPEFITTERS 
ROOFERS 
STRUCTURAL STEEL WORKERS 
TILE INSTALLING OCCUPS 
TI LE SETTERS 
CEILING TILE INSTALLRS,FLR LA YRS 
BLUE COLLAR WORKER SUPVSRS 
1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 0 . 07 5.26 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
3 0.21 8.33 
0 0.00 0.00 
6 0.41 5.04 
2 o. 14 4.65 
175 12.04 4.03 
61 4.20 4 . 25 
22 1 . 51 5.88 
22 1 . 51 5.99 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
1 0.07 4.55 
1 0.07 4 . 55 
0 0 .00 0.00 
6 0 . 41 1. 97 
1 0 . 07 3.57 
1 0.07 3.85 
0 0.00 0.00 
8 0.55 4.26 
8 0.55 4.26 
7 0 . 48 3.54 
0 0.00 0.00 
7 0.48 3.66 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
6 0.41 7.06 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
8 0.55 3.81 
8 o. 55 3 . 81 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
15 1 . 03 3 . 74 
.... - .......::;:.-.J 
-~ 
OPENINGS 












































































































































TABLED OES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 
000000 - TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES 
OCCUPATION TITLES 
SUPERVISORS.NONWORKING 
METAL WKG CRAFTS WKRS,EX MECH 
BLACKSMITHS 
BOILERMAKERS 
JOB & DIE SETTERS.METAL 
MACHINE TOOL SETTERS,METALWRKING 




PATTE~N & MODEL MAKERS 
SHEET METAL WORKERS 
TOOLMAKERS & DIEMAKERS 
TOOL & DIE MAKERS 
MECHS,REPAIRERS,INSTALLERS 
REFRIG MECHANICS,A/C MECHANICS 
AIRCRAFT MECHANICS 
AUTO BODY REPAIRERS 
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS 
AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS 
AUTO REPAIR SERVICE ESTIMATORS 
DATA PROCESSING MACH MECHANICS 
FARM EQUIPMENT MECHANICS 
HEAVY EQUIP MECHS,INC DIESEL 
ELEVATOR INSTALLERS/REPAIRERS 
ENGINEERING EQUIPMT MECHANICS 
HYDROELECTRIC MACHINE MECHS,ETC 
MARINE MECHANICS/REPAIRERS 
MAINTENANCE MECHANICS 
POWER TRANSFORMER REPAIRERS 
TREATMENT PLANT MECHANICS 
HOUSEHOLD APPL MECHS & INST 
GAS & ELEC APPLIANCE REPAIRERS 
HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCE INSTALLERS 
WATER METER INSTALLERS 
OFF MACH SERVICERS/CASH REG SERV 
RADIO & TV SERVICERS & REPAIRERS 




BIC YCLE REPAIRERS 
1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
15 1. 03 3.74 
8 0.55 3. 19 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 0 . 07 4 . 35 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
2 o . 14 3 . 77 
2 0. 14 3 . 77 
3 0 . 21 3.66 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
2 0 . 14 3.51 
1 0 . 07 5.00 
1 0 . 07 5 . 00 
37 2 . 55 3 . 61 
4 0.28 4.71 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
2 0 . 14 3 . 77 
15 1 .03 3 . 98 
15 1 .03 3 . 99 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
8 0.55 3. 14 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0 . 07 2 . 08 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0.07 1 . 89 
4 0.28 3 . 01 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0 . 07 5 . 26 
1 0 . 07 7.69 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
-1 -0 . 07 -14 . 29 
7 0 . 48 4 . 38 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
OPENINGS 









































































































































TABLED DES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS , 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 
000000 - TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES 
OCCUPATION TITLES 
ELECTRIC MOTOR REPAIRERS 
ELECTRIC TOOL REPAIRERS 
ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT REPAIRERS 
GASOLINE ENGINE.MOWER REPAIRERS 
LAUNDRY MACHINE MECHANICS 
COIN MACHINE SERVICERS,REPAIRERS 
SEWING MACHINE MECHANICS 
PROTECTIVE SIGNAL INST/REPAIRERS 
INSTRUMENT REPAIRERS 
DIESEL MECHANICS 
ELECTROMEDICAL EQUIPMT REPAIRERS 
PINSETTER MECHANICS.AUTOMATIC 
ALL OTHER MECHANICS & REPAIRERS 




ALL OTHER BINDERY WORKERS 





PRESS & PLATE PRINTERS 
PRESS OPERATORS.PLATE PRINTERS 
OFFSET LITHOGRAPHIC PRESS OPS 
PLA TEMAKERS 
LETTER PRESS OPERATORS 
TRANS.PUB UTIL CRAFTS WKRS 
ELEC POWER LINE INST.REPAIRS 
CABLE SPLICERS 
LINE INSTALLERS.REPAIRERS 
TROUBLE SHOOTERS.POWER LINE 




LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER HELPERS 




1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
2 0 . 14 4 . 17 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
2 0. 14 3.28 
2 0 . 14 4.55 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 0.07 5.56 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
3 0 . 21 3.41 
2 o. 14 3.85 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
2 0. 14 4.88 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 .00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 .00 
OPENINGS 









































































































































TABLED DES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 




CENTRAL OFFICE REPAIRERS 
TROUBLE LOCATORS.TEST DESK 





CARPET CUTTERS.CARPET LAYERS 
CRANE,DERRICK,HOIST OCCUPS 
CRANE.DERRICK,& HOIST OPERATORS 
LOADER ENGINEERS 
MERCHAN DISPLAYERS & WIND TRMRS 
DENTAL LAB TECHNICIANS 
FURNITURE ' FINISHERS 
GLAZING OCCUPATIONS 
GLAZIERS 




SORTER OPERATORS.GREEN LUMBER 
OTHER INSPECTION OCCUPS 
INSPECTORS 
TESTERS 
JEWELERS & WATCHMAKERS 




MOTION PICTURE PROJECTIONISTS 
OPTICIANS , LENS GRINDRS,POLISH 
OPTICIANS,DISP &/OR OPTIC MECHS 
SHI PF ITTERS 
SHOE REPAIRING OCCUPATIONS 
COBBLERS 
STATIONARY ENGINEERING OCCUPS 
CONTROL ROOM OPERATORS.STEAM 
AU XILIA RY EQUIPMENT OPERATORS 
SEWAGE PLANT OPERATORS 
STATIONAR Y ENGINEERS 
1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION .TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
50 3 . 44 4.55 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
3 0.21 8.33 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
1 0 . 07 3 . 03 
1 0 . 07 3 . 13 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
3 0 . 21 3.45 
2 0 . 14 3.70 
1 0 . 07 4 . 76 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
17 1 . 17 4. 94 
14 0 . 96 5 . 00 
3 0 . 21 4 . 62 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0.07 14 . 29 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0.07 3.23 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
4 0 . 28 5 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 0.07 3.23 
1 0.07 4 . 00 
OPENINGS 









































































































































TABLED DES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 
000000 - TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES 
OCCUPATION TITLES 
TURBINE OPERATORS 
PUMP STAT OPERATORS.WATERWORKS 






CRAFTS & KINDRED WORKERS.NEC 
MACHINE SETTERS,WOODWORKING 
INSTRUCTORS,LEATHER/FOOTWR MACH 
MACHINE SETTERS.PAPER GOODS 
MAINTENANCE REPAIRERS.GEN UTIL 
MOBILE HOME REPAIRERS 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS REPAIRERS 
ALL OTHER SKILLED CRAFT WORKERS 
OPERATIVES.EX TRANSPORTATION 
SEMISKILLED METALWORKING OPS 
DRILL PRESS OPERATIVES 
DRILL PRESS/BORING MACHINE OPS 
GRINDING/ABRADING MACH OPS.METAL 
LATHE,MILLING MACH OPERATIVES 
VENEER LATHE OPERATORS 
LATHE OPERATORS,WOOD 
LATHE MACH OPERATORS.METAL 
MILLING/PLANING MACHINE OPERATRS 
SHAPER &/OR ROUTER OPERATORS 
METAL PLATERS 
ELECTROPLATERS 
OTHER PRECISION MACH OPS 
BORING MACHINE OPERATORS.WOOD 
MACHINE TOOL OPERATORS.COMBO 
MACHINE TOOL OPERATORS,NUM CONT 
WOOD MACHINISTS 
MACHINE TOOL OPERATORS.TOOL ROOM 
POWER PRESS OPERATIVES 
POWER PRESS TENDERS 
PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS.METAL 
POWER BRAKE.BENDING MACH OPS.MET 
WELDERS & FLAME CUTTERS 
WELDERS & FLAMECUTTERS 
WELDERS & FLAMECUTTERS--B 
1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 0.07 6.25 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
18 1. 24 4.39 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
16 1. 10 4.57 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
2 0 . 14 4.65 
85 5.85 3.74 
6 0 . 41 3.26 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 0 . 07 6.67 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0 . 07 1 . 28 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 0.07 2 . 04 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
3 0 . 21 4 . 11 
3 0 . 21 4. 17 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
OPENINGS 











































































































































.__ ___ _ 
TABLED DES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 
000000 - TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES 
OCCUPATION TITLES 
SEMISKILLED TEXTILE OPERATIVES 
OTHER TEXTILE OCCUPATIONS 
FOLDERS, HAND 
SEMISKLD PACKNG,INSPECTNG OPS 
GRADERS & SORTERS.MFG 
GRADERS.FOOD &/OR SKINS 
SORTERS.LEATHER 
PACKERS,WRAPPERS,EX MEAT & PROD 
PRODUCTION PACKAGERS 
BAGGERS 
OTHER OPERATIVES.EX TRANSPORT 
ASBESTOS & INSULATION WORKERS 
ASSEMBLERS 
















WOOD CARVING MACHINE OPERATORS 
AUTOMATIC CLIPPERS.VENEER 
CUTTERS.PORTABLE MACHINE 




SHEAR &/OR SLITTER OPERATORS.MET 
VENEER JOINTER OPERATORS 




1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
20 1 . 38 4 .40 
1 0 . 07 4.55 
1 0 . 07 4.76 
0 0.00 0.00 
19 1 . 31 4.39 
15 1 . 03 4.52 
4 0 . 28 4 . 00 
60 4. 13 3 . 68 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 1 o. 76 4.74 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 0 . 07 2.33 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
2 0. 14 5.71 
7 0 . 48 5 . 11 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
1 0 . 07 4. 17 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
1 0 . 07 5 . 00 
2 0. 14 3 . 57 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 ******** 
0 0.00 0 .00 
0 0.00 ******** 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 0.07 6 . 25 
0 0.00 0.00 
















































































































































TABLED DES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 




DRY WALL INSTALLERS.LATHERS 







GARAGE WORKERS.GAS STAT ATTNS . 




WASHERS.MACH &/OR STARCHERS 
DRYCLEANING MACHINE OPERATORS 
LAUNDRY OPERATORS.SM ESTABLHMT 
FOLDERS.LAUNDRY 
MINE OPERATIVES.NEC 
LOADING MACHINE OPERATORS 




COATING MIXER TENDERS 
MIXERS,STONE,CLAY,GLASS.ETC 





PHOTO PROCESS WORKERS 
RIVETERS & FASTENERS 
NAILING MACHINE OPERATORS 
STAPLING MACHINE OPERATORS 
RIVETERS. LIGHT 
SAWYERS 
BAND SCROLL SAW OPERATORS 
CUT-OFF SAW OPERATORS.LUMBER 
CUT-OFF SAWYERS.LOG 
EDGERS.AUTOMATIC &/OR PONY 
1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0.07 3.85 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0.07 4.76 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 0.07 7.69 
4 0.28 2.74 
3 0.21 2.42 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
3 0.21 6 . 82 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
3 0.21 8.33 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 ******** 
1 0.07 1. 92 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 .00 0 . 00 
1 0 . 07 2 . 63 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
1 0.07 3.70 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
2 0 . 14 10.53 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 .00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
6 0.41 4.58 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 0.07 3.45 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 0.07 4.76 
- --' 
OPENINGS 



































































































































6 108 5442 
61 0 85443 





TABLED OES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 








TRIM SAW OPERATORS 
SEWERS & STITCHERS 
SEWING MACH OPS,REG EQMT,NONGAR 
GARMENT REPAIRERS 
SEWING MACH OPS.SPEC EQMT,NONGAR 
SHOE PARTS SEWERS.HAND 
SEWING MACH OPS.SPEC EQMT,GAR 
SEWING MACH OPS.REG EQMT,GARMENT 
SHOEMAKING MACHINE OPS 









INKERS.HAND OR MACHINE 














PULLING & LASTING MACH OPERA TORS 
FU RNACE TNDRS,STOKRS,EX METAL 
STATIONARY BOILER FIRERS 
1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0 . 07 3 . 57 
1 0 . 07 8.33 
1 0 . 07 7. 14 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
1 0.07 5 . 26 
10 0.69 4 . 15 
1 0.07 7 . 69 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0.07 7.69 
1 0 . 07 7.69 
8 0.55 4.23 
3 0.21 3 . 16 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
2 0 . 14 4.08 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 .00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
3 0 . 21 6 . 98 
2 0. 14 5.00 
OPENINGS 










































































































































TABLED DES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 




PAPER REEL OPS.REWINDER OPS 
WINDERS.PAPER MACHINE 
MISC MACH OPS.MEAT & DAIRY 
SKIN PEELING MACHINE OPERATORS 
DAIRY PROCESSING EQMT OPERATORS 
COOKS &/OR COOKERS 
MISC MACH OPS.ALL OTH FOOD 
RETORT OPERATORS 
WASHERS &/OR SEPARATORS.FOOD 
BLANCHING MACHINE OPERATORS 
FEED PELLET MILL OPERATORS 
DOUGHNUT MAKRS/DOUGHNUT MACH OPS 
DRIER OPERATORS 




POWER BARKER OPERATORS 
DOWEL MACHINE OPERATORS 
WOODWORKING MACHINE OPERATORS 
MISC MACH OPS,PAPER,ALLIED 




WET MACHINE TENDERS 
EVAPORATOR OPERATORS,PAPERMAKING 
WOOD GRINDER OPERATORS 










TAPING MACHINE OPERATORS 
WA XING MACHINE OPERATORS 
1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
1 0.07 2.70 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
2 o. 14 7 . 41 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
2 0 . 14 9.09 
1 0.07 3.45 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
2 0. 14 2.90 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0.07 3 . 85 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0 . 07 3 . 45 
2 0 . 14 1. 32 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
1 0.07 5 . 88 
1 0.07 5.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 * * "' "' * * * * 
__ ..., 
OPENINGS 
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TABLED DES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 
000000 - TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES 
OCCUPATION TITLES 
FLEXO-FOLDER-GLUER OPERATORS 
FOLDING MACHINE OPERATORS.PAPER 
BOX MAKERS.PAPERBOARD 
CUTTING & CREASING PRESS OPS 
CARTON-FORMING MACH OPERATORS 
CORRUGATOR OPERATORS 
BROWN STOCK WASHERS.BLOW PIT OPS 
FOURTH/FIFTH HANDS.PAPER MACHINE 
SLOTTER OPERATORS 
MISC MACH OPS,CHEM,ALLIED 
CHEMICAL OPERATOR HELPERS 
CHEMICAL OPERATORS A 
CHEMICAL OPERATORS B 
DRIER OPERATORS,CHEM,PLAST,RUBBR 
CHIEF OPERATORS 
MISC MACH OPS,PETROL,COAL 
ASPHALT-PLANT DRIER OPERATORS 
MISC MACH OPS,RUBBER,PLAST 
HEAT SEAL'ERS 
COMPR &/OR INJECT MOLD MA OPS.PL 
MISC MACH OPS.LEATHER.LEA GD 
BURNISHERS 
MISC MACH OPS,STONE,CLAY,GLA 
CAGE MAKERS.HAND OR MACHINE 
BLOCKMAKING MACHINE OPERATORS 
CONCRETE STONE FABRICATORS 
CONCRETE VAULT MAKERS 
MISC MACH OPS.PRIMARY METALS 
DIE-CASTING MACH OPS,SETTERS 
MISC MACH OPS,MFG,NEC 





LOADING MACHINE OPERATORS 
SOABAR OPERATORS 
MISC MACH OPS,NONMFG 
TIRE FABRICATORS.REPAIRERS 
PHOTOLETTERING MACHINE OPERATORS 
OPERATIVES.NEC.DURABLE GOODS 
CONCRETE PIPE MAKERS 
1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0 . 07 3 . 13 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0 . 07 4.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 ******** 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 .00 0 .00 
o · 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
-
OPENINGS 












































































































































TABLED DES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 


















PRESS ASSISTANTS & FEEDERS 
MAILERS 
OPERATIVE,NEC,NONMFG 
TRANSPORT EQUIP OPERATIVES 
BUS DRIVERS 
BUS DRIVERS 
BUS DRIVERS, SCHOOL 
DELIVERY & ROUTE WORKERS 
DELIVERY & ROUTE WORKERS 
FURNITURE ASSEMBLERS & INSTALLRS 
FORK LIFT.TOW MOTOR OPS 
INDUSTRIAL TRUCK OPERATORS 
CARRIER DRIVERS 
LOG HANDLING EQUIPMENT OPERATORS 
RAILROAD BRAKE OPERATORS 
TOWER OPERATORS 
TAXICAB DRIVERS,CHAUFFERS 
AMBULANCE DRIVERS/AMS ATTENDANTS 
TAXI DRIVERS 
CHAUFFEURS 
TRUCK DRIVING OCCUPATIONS 
TRUCK DRIVERS 
ALL OTHER OPS & SEMISKILLED WKRS 
SERVICE WORKERS 
CLEANING SERVICE WORKERS 
JANITORS.PORTERS,& CLEANERS 
1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 0 . 07 3.85 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
40 2 . 75 2.76 
8 o . 55 5.06 
1 0.07 3.45 
7 0 . 48 5 . 43 
8 0 . 55 2.44 
8 0.55 2 . 45 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
2 o . 14 1 . 12 
2 o. 14 1. 38 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
1 0.07 3. 13 
- 1 -0.07 -11 . 11 
0 0 .00 0.00 
3 0.21 8.82 
1 0 .07 5.56 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
1 0.07 8 . 33 
20 1 . 38 2 . 69 
20 1. 38 2 .69 
9 0.62 3.35 
299 20.58 5 . 65 
68 4.68 6 .91 
68 4. 68 6.91 
OPENINGS 












































































































































TABLED DES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 
000000 - TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES 
OCCUPATION TITLES 
FOOD SERVICE WORKERS 
BAKERS.BREAD &/OR PASTRY 
BARTENDERS 
DINING RM ATTNS,BAR HELPERS.ETC 
COOKS.EX PRIVATE 
COOKS.SHORT ORDER/SPEC FAST FD 
COOKS.RESTAURANT 
COOKS.INSTITUTIONAL 
BUTCHERS &/OR MEAT CUTTERS 
WAITERS & WAITRESSES 
HOSTS/HOSTESSES,REST,LNGE,COF SH 
WAITERS OR WAITRESSES 
FOOD WORKERS,NEC,EX PRIVATE 
KITCHEN HELPERS 
FD PREP & SERV WKRS,FAST FD REST 
PANTRY,SANDWICH,&/OR COFF MAKERS 
ALL OTHER FOOD SERVICE WORKERS 
HEALTH SERVICE WORKERS 
HEALTH AIDES, EXC NURSING 
NURSING ASSISTANT OCCUPS 
NURSES AIDES/ORDERLIES 
PSYCHIATRIC AIDES 
ORTHOPEDIC CAST SPECIALISTS 
MEDICAL ASSISTANTS 
PERSONAL SERVICE WORKERS 
FLIGHT ATTENDANTS 
ATTNS,RECREATION & AMUSEMENT 
RECREATION FACILITY ATTENDANTS 







HOUSEKEEPERS.HOTEL & MOTEL 
GUIDES.SIGHTSEEING OR ESTABLHMT 
BAGGAGE PORTERS & BELLHOPS 
BELLHOPS.BAG PORTERS,DRKPRS.ETC 
BARBERS 
CHILD CARE WORKERS.EX PRIVATE 
CHILD CARE ATTENDANTS 
1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
108 7 . 43 4.92 
3 0.21 8.33 
4 0.28 4.55 
1 0.07 1. 43 
23 1. 58 5.35 
5 0.34 4.59 
8 0.55 5 . 80 
9 0.62 4.95 
2 0. 14 3 . 92 
24 1 . 65 4. 16 
2 0 . 14 4 . 35 
22 1 . 51 4. 14 
52 3 . 58 5.51 
22 1 . 51 5 . 42 
20 1. 38 6. 13 
2 0. 14 5.71 
8 0.55 4.57 
60 4. 13 5.70 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
60 4. 13 5.71 
56 3 . 85 5 . 79 
2 0. 14 4. 17 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
2 o. 14 5.88 
16 1.10 6 . 15 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
2 0. 14 6 . 67 
1 0.07 5 . 26 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
4 0.28 9.09 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
1 0 . 07 14.29 
0 0.00 0.00 
2 0 . 14 6.90 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
4 0.28 5.71 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
OPENINGS 













































































































































TABLED DES MATRIX AVERAGE ANNUAL JOB OPENINGS 
11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 
000000 - TOTAL, ALL INDUSTRIES 
OCCUPATION TITLES 




USHERS.LOBBY ATTNS,TICKET TAKERS 
SOCIAL SERVICE AIDES 
PROTECTIVE SERVICE WORKERS 
CROSSING GUARDS,BRIDGETENDRS 
CROSSING OR BRIDGE TENDERS 






GUARDS & DOORKEEPERS 
CHECKERS.FITTING ROOM 
FISH & GAME WARDENS 
CORRECTION OFFICERS &/OR JAILERS 
U.S. MARSHAL LS 






PARKING ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS 
SHERIFFS & BAILIFFS 
SHERIFFS 
BAILIFFS 
OTHER SERVICE WORKERS 
SUPERVISORS.NONWORKING.SERVICE 
ALL OTHER SERVICE WORKERS 
LABORERS.EX FARM 
ANIMAL CARETAKERS 
CONST LABRS,EX CARPEN HLPRS 




HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE WORKERS 
ASPHALT RAKERS 
1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
3 0.21 5.08 
2 0. 14 5.71 
2 0. 14 5.71 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
4 0.28 6.25 
40 2 . 75 6. 12 
2 o. 14 10.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
1 0.07 5.88 
2 0. 14 1 . 69 
1 0.07 1 .08 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
28 1. 93 9.24 
23 1. 58 9 . 13 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
4 0. 28 9.30 
0 0.00 0.00 
8 0.55 4. 12 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0 . 00 0.00 
2 o. 14 5.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
5 0.34 3.62 
0 0.00 0.00 
2 0. 14 10. 53 
1 0.07 7 . 69 
1 0.07 16.67 
8 0 . 55 5.41 
3 0.21 5. 17 
5 0 . 34 5.49 
94 6.47 3.79 
0 0.00 0.00 
5 0.34 3.68 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
3 0.21 3. 13 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
OPENINGS 






























































































































11002 - AROOSTOOK COUNTY, MAINE 




LOADERS.CAR & TRUCK 
LUMBER STRAIGHTENERS 
OFF-BEARERS 
KILN STACKER OPERATORS 
VENEER DRIER FEEDERS 
CONVEYOR OPERATORS OR TENDERS 
WORK DISTRIBUTORS 
GARBAGE COLLECTORS 
GARDENERS & GROUNDSKEEPERS 









STOCK CLERKS.SALES FLOOR 






SHANK PIECE TACKERS 
TREERS 
LINE SERVICE ATTENDANTS 
FOREST CONSERVATION WORKERS 
ALL OTHER LABORERS & UNSKLD WKRS 
1984 - 1995 
OPENINGS PER PCT OF IND PCT OF 
OCCUPATION TOTAL OPNGS 1995 EMPL 
3 0 . 21 2 . 42 
1 0.07 2. 17 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 o'.oo 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
2 0. 14 6.67 
5 0.34 8 . 62 
5 0.34 8 . 62 
10 0.69 2 . 19 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
1 1 o. 76 2 . 53 
0 0.00 0.00 
0 0.00 0.00 
12 0.83 3.48 
1 0 . 07 1 . 67 
10 0.69 3.51 
1 0.07 4.00 
1 0 . 07 4 . 00 
57 3.92 4 . 37 
1 0.07 3.45 
9 0.62 4.86 
6 0.41 4.62 
0 0.00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0 . 00 0 . 00 
0 0.00 0.00 
39 2 . 68 4 . 16 
OPENINGS 



































































l/ Estimates are for total nonfarm wage and salary employment less private households. Accordingly, the data do 





UPDATED AND EXPANDED 
MAINE 
OCCUPATIONAL 
NEEDS TO 1995 
Occupational Information Highlighting: 
• 3 30 Occupations 
Indicating: 
• Estimated 1984 Employment 
• Projected 1995 Employment 
• Percent Growth, 1984-1995 
• Average Annual Job Openings 
• Industries in Which Occupations are Found 
I. \1\01\ ::: .. :-..-::-:--·-
MA.lNf. 
occuP A-noNAL 
Nf£D5 10 1995 
• Geographic Areas Where Occupations are Primarily Focused 
This Occupational Information Can Help You: 
• Identify the Need for Training Programs 
• Make Wise Career Choices 
• Decide in What Industry and What Location Job Possibilities are Most Promising 
Please send me __ copies of 
MAINE OCCUPATIONAL NEEDS 
TO 1995 at $5.00 per copy. 
Return this portion with your 
check payable to: 
Bureau of Employment Security/LMI 
Mail to: 
Over 180 pages $500 
Name~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
Organization 
Address _____________ _ 
City, State, Zip ___________ _ 
Maine Department of Labor, Bureau of Employment Security, Division of Economic Analysis and Research 
20 Union Street, Augusta, Maine 04330 
'Y'JB Labor Market Information to Serve Maine's People and Business 
Accountants and Auditors Accounting Clerks Adjustment Clerks Adult Education Teachers 
Aircraft Mechanics Airplane Pilots Alteration Tailors Animal Caretakers Announcers (Radio and 
Television) Architects Asbestos and Insulation Workers Assemblers Assessors Automotive Body 
Repairers Automotive Mechanics Back Tenders Bakers, Bread and/or Pastry Bakers Barbers 
Bartenders Biological Scientists Boilermakers Bookkeepers, Hand Bookkeeping and Billing 
Machine Operators Bricklayers Broadcast Technicians Burlers Bus Drivers Bus Drivers, School 
Butchers and/or Meat Cutters Buyers, Wholesale and/or Retail Trade Cabinetmakers Cable 
Splicers Cannery Workers Card Tenders, Comber Tenders, and/or Card Strippers Carpenters 
Carpet Cutters and/or Carpet Layers Caseworkers Cashiers Cement Masons Cementers and 
Machine Joiners Cementers, Pesters, Backers, or Fitters, Hand Central Office Operators, 
Telephone Central Office Repairers Chain Offbearers, Lumber Chemists Chief Executives, 
General Administrators, and Legislators Child Care Attendants Child Care Vbrkers Child Care 
Workers, Private Household Civil Engineers Clalm Adjusters Claim Examiners, Insurance Claims 
Clerks Cleaners, Vehicle Clergy Clerical Supervisors Coater Operators. Off-Machine Collectors, 
Biii and Account College and University Teachers Commercial Artists Community Organization 
Workers Compositors and/or Typesetters Compression and/or Injection Molding Machine 
Operators, Plastics Computer Operators Computer Programmers Construction lns~ectors, 
Public Administration Conveyor Operators or Tenders ~~ ~ 
and/or Speclalty Fast Foods Correction Officers and/or ~ ·+ .;;, 
Department Managers, Automotive Parts Department Managers, Merchandise Managers. 
Restaurant, Coffee Shop, or Liquor Establishment Marlne Mechanics and/or Repairers 
Mechanical Engineers Medical Assistants Medical Lab Assistants Medical Lab Technologists 
Menders, Cloth Mllllng and/or Piening Machine Operators Millwrights Mixers, Food and Tobacco 
New Account• Tellers Nuclear Engineers Nurse Aides and/or Orderlies Off-Bearers Office 
Machine Servlcers and/or Cash Register Servlcers Offset Lithographic Press Operators Oiiers 
Opticians, Dispensing and/or Optical Mechanics Optometrists Order Clerks Order Fillers 
Painters, Automotive Painters, Construction and Maintenance Painters, Production Pantry, 
Sandwich, and/or Coffee Makers Paper Reel Operators and/or Rewinder Operators Paralegal 
Personnel Payroll and/or Timekeeping Clerks Personnel Clerks Personnel and Labor Relations 
Speclallsts Pharmacists Pharmacy Helpers Photo Processing Workers Photographers Physical 
Therapists Physicians and/or Surgeons Plpelayers Plumbers and/or Plpefltters Police Officers 
Police Patrol Officers Postal Mall Carriers Postal Service Clerks Postmasters and/or Mail 
Superintendents Poultry Dressers and Evlscerators Power Barker Operators Preschool and/or 
Elementary School Teachers Pressers, Machine, Laundry Pressers, Machine Professional Nurses 
Prlnclpals and Assistant Principals Procurement Clerks Production Clerks Production Packagers 
Psychiatric Aides Psychologists Public Administration Inspectors, Except Construction Puhlic 
Relations Specialists Punch Press Operators, Metal 
Purchasing Agents and/or Buyers Radio and TV 
Servlcers and Repairers Radiologic and Nuclear 
Medicine Technicians Railroad Brake Operators 
Cooks, lnstltutlonal Cooks, Restaurant Cooks, Short Order ~ r1 J , "'f' 
Jailers Cosmetologists and/or Hair Stylists Cost Estimators J. ' l\ , . J; ,7 ?JI! 
Crane, Derrick, and Hoist Operators Credit Clerks, Bank , , \ f -~l' 1/:/ 
1 
, 
and/o, ln,u,m,ce Custome, Sen,koe -ntattve, {. , \1 ,i • f ,, > •:'t,,, I , , ~ii ~~·~, ~ Railroad Car Repairers Raters Real Estate Agents and Brokers Receptionists Recreation Facility Atte:idants 
Refrlgeratlon and A~ Condtlonlng Mechanics Repairers, 
Shoe Finish Reporters and Correspondents Riggers 
Roofers Sales Clerk Supervisors Sales Clerks Sales 
Representatives, Except Insurance, Real Estate, and 
Stock and Bond Sanders, Wood School Crossing 
Guards Secondary School Teachers Secretaries 
Service Clerks S$woge Plant Operators Sewers, 
Custom Sewing Machine Operators, Regular Equip-
ment, Garment Sewing Machine Operators. Regular 
Equipment, Nongarment Sewing Machine Operators. 
Special Equipment, Garment Sewing Machine Oper-
ators, Special Equipment. Nongarment Sheet Metal 
Workers Shlpfltters Shipping Packers Shipping and 
Receiving Clerks Shipwrights Shoe Parts Sewers, Hand 
Sklvers Social Service Aides Special Agents. Insurance 
Speech and Hearing Clinicians Spinners, Frame Sports 
Instructors statement Clerks station Installers, Telephone 
Cut-Off Saw Operators. Lumber Cutters, Machine ~~, l ... .- l )'f la) I ... . 'v'.' ::, ·J. .,, 
Delivery and Route Workers Dental Assistants Dental ' ' -, '~ ~ -#r I \, I - ·~" ~ ,, • ~ 
Hygienists Dental Lab Technicians Dentists Designers \ ~, \., ~· 1 '~ (;"". ( -/ • _._ •• I. .'.' ,;: :Desk Clerks Die Cutters and/or Clicking Machine . ~-..· )' ' , " "I'll ::nm:~ , ;p -, , 
Operators Diesel Mechanics Dietitians and/or Nutrl- ~ ~ . . ~'~'"' "'""'• - ~ 
tionlsts Dining Room Attendants. Bartender Helpers, and 1 \;,• ' ' ' t ' .,,:.. 7 
Cafeteria Attendants Dispatchers, Police, Fire, and ·~ ' ~ '--
Ambulance Dispatchers. Vehicle, Service, or Work , 1 °:,'· -, : :_~,·, i ,.ly l 1. · 
Doffers Drafters Drill Press and/or Borlng Machine ' · · ·. ;3t · · 1 
Operators Dry Wall Appilcators Electric Motor Repairers , '. l , ' I' /' 
Electrical Engineers Electrical and Electronic Assemblers ~ 1 
Electrical and Electronic Technicians Electricians Electro- r~; 
Mechanical Equipment Assemblers Elevator Installers :1 -1 
and/or Repairers Ellglblllty Workers, Welfare Emergency . ,'· 
Medical Technicians Employment Interviewers Engineer- J ~· .,~·I.I. '/. 
Ing Equipment Mechanics Fallers and/or Suckers Farm · · J i c · 
Managers Farm Owners and Tenants File Clerks Filers, ;1 ~ 
Grinders, Buffers, Chippers, Cleaners, and/or Polishers Fire . ~ -t";, -
Flghters Fire Officers Fish Cleaners, Hand and/or r · ' -
stationary Boller Firers stationary Engineers Statistical 
Clerks Stenographers Stltchers. Special Machine 
Stltchers, standard Machine Stitchers, Utility Stock Butchers, Fish Fish and Game Wardens Floor Vbrkers, 
Footwear Folders. Hand Folding Machine Operators, ~-- Clerks, Sales Floor stock Clerks. Stockroom, Warehouse, 
or Storage Yard Stock and Bond Sales Agents store Managers Supercalender Operators 
Superintendents Supervisors, Nonworking, Service Workers Supervisors. Nonworking, Blue Collar 
Workers Surgical Technicians Surveyors 5\vltchboard Operators-Receptionists Switchboard 
Operators Systems Analysts, EDP (Electronic Data Processing) Tapers Tax Examiners. Collectors, 
Revenue Agents Tax Preparers Taxi Drlvers Teacher Aides and/or Educational Assistants Tellers, 
Bank Testers Ticket Agents Tlre Changers Tire Fabricators and Repairers Toolmakers and 
Dlemakers Town Clerks Travel Agents and/or Travel Accommodation Appraisers Trimmers, 
Machine Truck Drlvers Twi!lter Tenders fyplsts Underwrlters Veterinarians Vocational and 
Educational Counselors \\'alters or Waitresses Washers, Machine, and/or Starchers Water 
Treatment Plant Operators Weavers Welders and Flamecutters Wholesalers Wlnoors, i::aper 
Machine Wood Grinder Operators Wood Machinists Woodworking Machine Operators Writers 
and/or Editors X-Ray Technicians Yarn Winders 
Paper Food Preparation and Service Workers, Fast-Food Restaurant Forest Conservation Workers 
Foresters and Conservation Scientists Fourdrlnler Machine Tenders Fourth/Fifth Hands. Paper 
Machine Fuel Pump Attendants and Lubricators Garbage Collectors Gardeners and 
Groundskeepers Gas and Electric Appliance Repairers General Clerks, Office Glaziers Grinding 
and/or Abrading Machine Operators, Metal Group Recreation Workers Guards and 
Doorkeepers Head Sawyers Heavy Equipment Operators Helpers, Trades Highway 
Maintenance Workers Hosts or Hostesses, Restaurant. Lounge, or Coffee Shop Housekeepers, 
Private Household Housekeepers Industrial Engineers Industrial Truck Operators Inhalation 
Therapists Inspectors Installers, Repairers and/or Section Maintainers Instructors, Reducing 
lmtrument Repairers Instrumental Musicians Insurance Clerks, Medical Insurance Sales Agents, 
Associates, and/or Representatives Janitors, Porters, and Cleaners Jewelers and/or Silversmiths 
Keypunch Operators Kitchen Helpers Lathe Machine Operators, Metal Laundry Operators, 
Small Establishment Lawyers Letter Press Operators Librarians Library Assistants Licensed 
Practical Nurses (LPNs) Line Installers and Repairers Loan Closers Log Handling Equipment 
Operators Log Inspectors, Graders, and/or Scalers Logging Tractor Operators Machine 
Assemblers Machine Tool Operators. Combination Machine Tool Operators, Numerical Control 
Machinists Maids and Servants, Private Household Mall Clerks, Except Postal Service 
Maintenance Mechanics Maintenance Repairers, General Utility Managers, Automobile Service 
MAINE DEPARTMENT OF 
Maine Occupational Needs to 1995 
What the future holds for 330 occupations 
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